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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Methods of Rank Analysis

When quantitative measurement of treatment effects is
not possible, or perhaps is not practical, methods of rank
analysis are frequently used to analyze the results of ex-
periments. In experiments involving rank analysis, infor-
mation concerning treatment effects is usually obtained by
having observers rank the objects under consideration ac-
cording to some trait or quality. Problems of statistical
analysis based on ranks, or sums cf ranks, arise in con-
nection with experimental designs paralleling those used in
the analysis of variance. These problems have been treated
rather thoroughly for complete block designs, but only in
the case of paired comparisons has much attention been
given to the rank analysis of incomplete block designs. In
this section, we shall discuss briefly some of the pro-
cedures that are now used in rank analysis. In the two
following sections, we shall describe an important method
of paired comparisons and discuss the need for extensions

_ to the analysis cf rankings of groups of size three.
A method of rank analysis involving transformations

of the observed ranks through the use of scores for
ordinal (or ranked) data was proposed by R. A. Fisher
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and Frank Yatas (1953)} To apply this method, each given
rank is transformed into the expected value of an obser-
vetion with the same rank in a sample of independent

observations cf the same size from a unit normal popula-
tion. Standard methods of analysis of variance are then

applied to the transformed ranks. Although the efficacy

of this procedure has as yet not been completely deter-
mined, it has been used extensively. The works of C. I.

_ Bliss and co-workers (l9h3); W. G, Galinat and H. L.
Everett (l9L9), and M. L. Greerwood and R. Salerno (l9L9),

are typical applications of this method.
The problem of analysing the rankings of n objects

by m different observers was discussed by Milton Fried-

man (1937). M. G. Kendall and B. Babington Smith (1939)

treated the same topic and proposed the well-known co- F

efficient of concordance. Acccrding to Kendall (1955,

p. 95); this coefficient ßmeasures, in a sense, the com-

munality of judgements for the m observers.” An observed

coefficient of concordance may therefore be used to test

I'needed, they follow the date in parentheses.
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the hypothesis that the observers have no agreement of

preferences.
Kenda11's coefficient of concordance was defined

by the following equation:2
(1.1) W ¤ 128/m2(n3 - n), where

m is the number of rankings, n is the number of objects
‘ ranked, and S is the observed sum of squares of the

deviations of sums of ranks from their mean value
m(n+1)/2. J. Durbin (1951) generalized this coefficient

of concordance for use with balanced incomplete block

designs in which the n objects are considered in blocks

of size k; and,°in the experiment as a whole, each is

ranked m times. Using k to indicate the number of

blocks in which a particular pair of objects occurs, he

defined W es followst
(1.2) W • 128/k2(n3 · n).

This is the ratio of observed S to maximum S, as was

also the case for W in (1.1); and S retains its defini-

tion as the observed sum of squares of the deviations

from the mean. An approximte test of the significance

b in
chapter c.
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ef W may be ebtained by censidering L(n2·l)W/(k+l) te be

distributed as ch1—square with (n-1) degrees ef freedom,

Large values of W indicate cencerdant rankings and dis-

tinguishability ef treatments er items,
The analysis ef experiments involving paired com-

parisons has received censiderable attention since pub-

lication of a paper by L, L, Thurstone (1927) en this
subJect,_ Some ef the subsequent studies that have been

cenducted have led te generalizatiens ef the method ef

Thurstene, and other investigations have led to entirely
different procedures, One important extension of the
werk of Thurstone was made by F, Mesteller (1951 a, b, c);

and, as a result, many writers new refer te the procedures

as the Thurstene-Mesteller Method,
In the Thurstone Mbdel fer paired cemparisons, as

given by Mesteller, the respenses Xi (1 • 1,,,,,t) for

each of t stimuli te be cempared are assumed te be Jointly

nermally distributed with means Si and with variances
' ef the differences (Xi - XJ) equal te eä, 1 f J, The

probability that the response te stimulus 1 is greater

than the response te stimulus J (stimulus 1 1s preferred

te stimulus J, Xi‘> XJ)_1s given by the relation
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..1 °°(1.3) pij - P(X1>Xj) · (Zw) S ¤>¤p(—y°/2)dy•
(S1·$j)

Let cij indicate the observed proportional preference
for stimulus i to stimulus 3. From the cij, Mosteller
obtained least squares solutions S; for the means Si.
He then obtained estimates päj for piJ• He proposed a n
goodness—of-fit test, essentially a test of the appro—

priateness of the assumed model, by setting

oij - arc sin cij,

oäj - arc sin pij (1,3 • l,••„t; 1}3),

and then calculating
t—l t n(o; — oi )2(1.2+) X=· 2 2 —-1-——-7-.
1-1 jul 821

Jfi
The statistic in (l„L) is approximately distributed as

ch1—square with (t—l)(t-2)/2 degrees of freedom for

large sample sizes n.
A second method of analysis of paired comparisons,

and one with a somewhat different objective, involving _
a combinator1al·type test was developed by Kendall and
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Babington Smith (1940). They used the number of circular
triadsß to calculate a ”coefficient of consistency,” a
measure of the consistency of an individual obaerver.
They also developed a ”coefficient of agreement,“ a form
of the concordance coefficient, which is a measure of
agreement among observers. If we let Yij be the number
of comparisons in which T1 is preferred to TJ and

E - ä (Yij) this coefficient of agreement may be1-1 3-1 2 °1%:1
written as

(1.5) U • —EE§g— — 1, where m is(2) (2)

the number of judges. The statistic U has a maximum of
unity and a minimum of negative one. The maximum is
attained only when there is complete agreement among
judgee, and the minimum is attained only when m • 2
and the two judges disagree on each decision. Kendall and
Babington Smith sußßested tests for this coefficient of
agreement and indicated how it can be used to determine

g following
§$äi~§§„2§ €§"?°“§ää fipäääfii-‘€ä“„E°1T¤'„§a„a 1
indicates the ggg treaäment or item coäsidered. 1
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x if the quality under investigation can be associated with
an underlying ordering scale,

, 1,2 The Bradley-Teggy Method of Paired Comparisons

Recent research by R, A, Bradley and M, E, Terry
1

(1952a) resulted in the development of a new method of
. analysis of paired comparisons that has received con-

siderable attention in the literature of statistics and
S has been used extensively in sensory difference tests,

They formulated a mathematical model as a generalization
of the binomial model and used likelihood·ratio statistics
to test specified hypotheses, Aecording to Bradley and
Terry (1952a, p, 32h), ”Although these tests basically _
agree with those of Kendall and Babington Smith, they
subdivide the possible results from an experiment of s
given size into more distinct subclasses, thus perhaps
indicating better sensitivity,*

Bradley and Terry proposed a mathematical model
for a paired comparisons experiment by first assuming
the existence of true treatment ratings, or
realparameters,nl,,,,,n£ for the t treatments, or items,
involved in the experiment, Then, they assumed that
these parameters satisfy the following conditions:
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(1) «i20 (1··1,...,¤).
(11) gell -· 1.

i-l
(iii) When treatment i is compared with treatment

J, the probability that treatment i obtains
the preferred rating (or a rank of one) is

The problem of quantifying the results of a paired

comparisons experiment has been discussed by Louis Guttman

· (l9h6) and others. Guttman proposed a least squares
method to obtain representative scale values for each of

the stimuli being compared. Inspection of the Bradley-

Terry model for paired comparisons proposed in the pre-

ceding paragraph shows that the estimation of the
parameters defined there provides a simple solution to this

_ problem of quantification. Using pi to represent the
estimate of ni, Bradley and Terry (1952a, p. 326) state

that ”If the estimates are converted to logarithms, the
values log pi occur on a linear scale and permit over—all T

p comparisons of experimental treatments.”
An interesting evaluation of statistical techniques

currently used in the analysis of paired comparisons was
recently made by J. Edward Jackson and Mary Fleckenstein
(1957). They discussed the work of M. G. Kendall on
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paired comparisons and illustrated results for methods
developed by the following authors:

(i) Thurstone - Mosteller
(ii) Bradley - Terry
(iii) Scheffe (1952). and
(iv) Morrissey (1955) • Gulliksen (1956).

The latter two methods have not been discussed above.
Scheffe does not use ranking but rather an analysis of
variance technique with subjective scores. Morrissey
and Gulliksen independently developed a technique to
provide least squares solutions of the method of Thurstone
for the case in which not all comparisons are made.

· Using each of the four methods listed above, Jackson
and Fleckenstein computed a response scale, or a repre-
sentative scale value for each of the stimuli compared.
These four response scales were found to be almost iden-
tical for the experiment which they considered. Some
advantages and disadvantagss were noted for each method.
One of the conclusions reached was that, with reference
to their investigations, the methods of Bradley and Terry
are the most effective of all for a complete analysis of
a paired comparisons experiment.
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1.3 Extengion to Trgple Gompggiggng

In contrast to the widespread attention given to

methods of paired comparisons, very little appears to
have been done toward the development of comparable g
methods of triple or multiple comparisons that involve
the rank analysis of incomplete block designs for blocks
of size three or more. Bradley and Terry indicated that

the mathematical model and test procedures which they
developed for paired comparisons could be extended to
the rank analysis of incomplete block designs for larger

block sizes. In fact, in a preliminary report (Bradley

and Terry, 1952b). they developed some of the theory in-
volved with a particular model for triple comparisons•
The authors did not present this paper for publication;
and, from a survey of statistical literature, it appears

that very little has been published on the subject cf the

analysis cf experiments involving incomplete blocks of

size three (cr more) when only ordering, or ranking, is

considered (An exception is the work of Durbin discussed

above.).
The main purpose of this study is to consider

methods of triple compariscns, or the rank analysis of
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incomplete block designs for blocks of size three. General
extensions of the probability model for paired comparisons
developed by Bradley and Terry are considered first. One
of the new mathematical models proposed is then used to

develop methods of estimation and test procedures for triple
comparisons analogous to those developed by Bradley and

Terry (1952a) and later by Bradley (195ha, b, 1955) for
paired comparisons. Finally, the local asymptotic power
of triple comparisons is compared with that of paired com•
parisons and with the analysis of variance. The procedures
developed are illustrated by using data from a consumer

acceptance study of food variante.
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II. MATHEMATICAL MDDELS

2.1 Qggerimental ßrocedure ggg Ngtation t

Throughout this paper an effort will be made to keep
the notation consistent with that introduced by Bradley

and Terry for paired comparisons. Where modification of
their symbolism is necessary, the new notation will

generally be a logical generalisation of the notation used

in their papers.
A Let t represent the number of treatments, or items,

under consideration in an experiment. A complete repetition
is now defined to be the set of all possible distinct blocks
of size m that can be formed with the t treatments. If
t g;m, there are (Ä) blocks in one complete repetition. The

number of complete repetitions involved in the experiment
is indicated by n, _

The experiment is performed by having the items in
each block ranked within that block according to some trait.

The data thus obtained consist of a series of rankings. In
general, the rank given to treatment i will be indicated
by ri. Additional subscripts may be used as needed to

indicate the block, or the block and repetition in which
the ranking occurred. For example, rikgjh will denote the
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rank of treatment 1 in the kg; repetition of the block
containing treatments 1, J, and h, A rank of one will be
assigned the treatment most preferred in a given block,

‘ In blocks of size two then, rigj · l if treatment 1 is
preferred to treatment J and rizj • 2 if treatment J is
preferred to treatment 1, When more than two items are
ranked in a block, ranks one, two, three,,,,, are assigned
in order of preference from the most preferred to the
least preferred item,

2,27 The Brad1eg—Tg;;y Mogel go; T;1p1e Compggisons

Reference was made in Section 1,3 to a preliminary
report by Bradley and Terry (1952b) concerning the rank
analysis of experimental designs in blocks of size three,
In this paper they proposed a mathematical model by again
postulating the existence of true treatment parameters,
a1,,,,,at, which satisfy requirements (1) and (11) of
Section 1,2, They further assumed that, in a block con-
taining treatments 1, J, and h, the probability that
treatment 1 obtains top rating (or a rank of one) is
ai/(ai + aj + ah) and, when this has occurred, it is
aesumed that, in the competition between treatments h
and J for second place, the probsbility that treatment J
obtains rank two is aj/(aj + ah), In terms of symbole
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previously defined, the resulting probability statement is
(2.1) P(ri·<PJ»

1 j h j h
The probability model given in (2.1) has the desirable

property that the unconditional probability that treatment

1 outranks treatment J is the same as in paired comparisons.
This may be verified by noting that from (2.1)

P(rf<rj) • P(ri<rJ<rh) + P(ri<rH<rj) + P(rH<ri<rJ),

• +

+
Tfhffl ’

Bradley and Terry showed that (2.1) does provide a

workable model with which estimation and test procedures

analogous to those of paired comparisons can be developed.

However, they did not develop extensively the techniques

of rank analysis for blocks of size three, nor did they

explore thoroughly the properties of tests based on their

model. This was due, partially at least, to the fact

that the model proposed was not reversible in the sense

that the probabilities expressed in (2.1) do not retain

their form when the direction of ranking 1s reversed. The
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direction of ranking is reversed if, instead of assigning .
ranks l, 2, 3 in that order from *best° to “worst”, the
ranks are asaigned by first giving a rank of unity to the
”worst” item and then ranking the remaining two items so
that the ”best“ one now has a rank of three. Let pi in-

1 dicate the rank of item i in a ranking that is the reverse
cf ene in which ranks are indicated by ri.

1A
probability _

model is reversible in the sense used here, if

and the probabilities are of the same form. In other words,
if

P(ri<rJ<rh) • f(wi,nJ,nh),

then the model is reversible• In terms of the Bradley-
Terry Model, we have

( J (1 5 11 1 111 1
P r·<r <r - , , -

,•••,i J h (ni+¤J+nh)(nj+nh)
'

and for reversibility we need to find B*s such that

P(Ph<P <Pi) "‘ "'°"""""""'°1I""""""' (i•Ä•h"'l»•••:t)•J (ßh+ßj+ßiJ(Bj+ßiJ
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This model is not reversible since there is, in general,

no set of B*s such that

--——-33E-?----- -· —-5:-?·lL-— (1,3,11-1,...,1;).(ßi+BJ+ßh)(ßJ+ßi) (¤i+«J+nh)(¤J+¤h)

This can be seen by considering the case ofdt - 3 in which
I p nl - l/2, nz -

l/3, and na ¤ l/6• There is ne corres-

pending set of B*s such that the reversibility conditions
are satisfied•

2.3 A New Model for Trigle Cemgggisons

In the paragraph preceding Equation (2.1), it is

implied that in ranking three items using the model given

there, the item to be assigned the rank one is first

selected and then, from the other two, the item to be
Ä

given rank two is chosen• Another method of selection is

to choose the item to he given rank three first and then
select the item to be assigned rank two. We would like

to have a probability model for triple comparisons which

is unaffected by the order of asaignment of ranks• Let

P(rf<rj<rhll) represent the prebability of a given ranking

in which the rank one is assigned first and let

P(r£<rJ¢rh\3) represent the probability ef a given ranking
in which the rank three is assigned first. In terms
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of these probabilities, we would like a model such that
(2•h) P(ry<rj<rhIl) * P(rg<rj<rhI3).
In subjective rankings of three items, an observer

may find it very easy in some comparisons to select the
”best“ item first while in other comparisons it is easier

I to select the *worst” item first. This indicates the

desirability of permitting the observer to assign ranks

in either order, depending on the given comparison. If

this is to be the case, there is a probability, say P(l),

that the rank one is assigned first and a probability,
P(3), that the rank three is assigned first. The prob-

ability of a given ranking under these conditions is

given by
(2.5) P(Pj<Pj<Ph) • P(l)P(r;<rj<rh|1)

+ P(3)P(ri<rj<rhI3).
Since P(l) + P(3) s 1, condition (2.L), namely,

leads to
(2•6) '

‘ P(I‘i<I‘j<I‘h|3)•

This indicates that a model which satisfies (2.L) also

provides the same probability for (2.5) as given in (2.6).

Hence, as we develop such a model, we shall discontinue

the notation that indicates a particular order of assign•

ment of ranks.
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In order to derive a model for triple comparisons

which satisfies (2.h), we again assume the exietence of

true treatment rating; *¤*1,..•.‘¥’•'1»_ such that every 1‘r1?_O

and£äi 1 • 1. We also assume that after the selection of
an extreme treatment in a given block, the comparison of

the other two reverts to a paired comparison. That ie,

(2.7) P(ry<rj<rh|l) • P(r1•1)P(rj<rh|r1•1),

(2.8) P(r1<r1<rh(3) ·· P(rh·3)P(r1<r1lrh···3). and
(2.9) P(r1<r_1)rh•3) ·•"”1/(’7T1+‘¤3)

•- P(r1<r_1)rh-1).
To satisfy (2.h), we furthermore make an equivalent

assumption that y

(2.10) P(Pf(PJ<Ph) • P(r1•1)P(rj<rh)r1-1)

-· P(rh··3)P(r1<r1Irh-3).
A probability model satisfying these assumptions

may be derived from a consideration first of

P(r1<rj<rh) • P(r1•1)P(r1<rhlr1•1), or
(2.11) P(Pj<Tj<Th) * [P(r1•l)]Ü“1>4Tß+“§)]•

Then, using (2.9) and (2.10), it is easy to see that
(2.12) P(r1··l) ··+

[P(r;;•3)I)[“1/(¤1+Wh)] and ’

(2.13) P(x·h-3) -
[P(r1·•1)]['¤1/(¤J+Tfh)]

+ [P(:·J-1)]W1/('¤1+ ¢¥j)l.
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Substituting for P(rh¤3) and P(rj=3) in (2.7) and simpli-
fying, we obtain

(2.1h)

From (2.1h), we get
(2.15)n§(nj+¢rh)

+ n§(ni+n·h) + 1"fä(‘|Ti+1'TJ)

Substitution of (2.15) in (2.11) yields wan
(2.16) P(ri<rJ<rh) ¤ -;—--„„...;é.1.„........... ,

5 wi(nJ+nh)+¤J(¤i+nh)+nä(¤i+nJ)
The preceding derivation indicates that (2.16) is a

general extension of the Bradley-Terry Model for paired
comparisons to triple comparisens that satisfies the con-
ditional independence of extreme rankings as assumed in
(2.9). It is also independent of the order of assignment
of ranks and may be used to represent the probability of
the given ranking when the observer is permitted to assign
either the rank one or three first.

The probability statement in (2.16) was first sug-
gested by D. R. Cox (in correspondence with R. A. Bradley).
He noted that the Bradley-Terry Medal for triple com-
parisons was not reversible in the sense defined and pro-
posed (2.16) as a reversible medel. That this is true may
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p be easily verified by dividing the numerator and denominater

of the right member of (2.16) by ninjnh. This results in

2.1.
¤ •

21+2.1 1 21+11 „, 2.};.,.*.21

Letting Ei „ gi, we find after substitution in (2.17) that
TTJ FQ 2

P(I°i<X°J<1°h) "
•Bh(ßJ+ßi)+ß·+(ßh+ßi)+ßi(ßJ+ßh)

This indicatee that if the niexist and are not zero so

that the ratios used are meaningful, then the Bi exist as

parameters which have the same relation to rankings in the

reverse direction that the ni have to the ri of the original

ranking.

2.b The Impossibility of Complete Independence

The probability model proposed in (2.16) was de-

rived by requiring the conditional independence of the

rank of a pair of items when the third item in the block

considered is an extreme. The question naturally arises

as to the possibility of having the probability of a given

ranking of a pair of items completely independent of the
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rank of the third item in the block. This would require

P(I°i<I°j(I°h"l)‘P(I°i<I°J|I°h'2)"P(I°i<I‘j(I°h"3), Ol"

(2.20) P(I*j_<I‘ h) P(I'1<1‘h<1‘·) P(!‘h<I‘i<1‘ ) _
P(¤*;<r1<¤·h) “ 'FT="3'<'=·'EZ=*“?1LT“ Y*'(’FiZr'§<'F°()'

To investigate the possibility of a model satisfying

(2.19), let P(ri<r5<rh) - a, P(rj<rf<rh) ¤ b, P(ri<rh<rj) - c,
P(rj<rh<1~i) = d, P(I‘h<1‘j_<I"-I) - 6, and P(rh<z·j<z·i) ·· 1*. N6w
from the general relation in (2.20) we may write

1 p(2.2l) (1) a/b • c/d ~ e/f
(11) 6/6 · 6/6 - 6/r
(111)6/6 - b/6 · 6/6

Note that in (1) a/b - c/d, in (11) a/b • c/e, and in (iii)
a/b • f/d. It follows that d - e and f · c. This permits

us to write, from (1), c/d • d/c, which implies that c ¤ d,

since the letters represent probabilities. Extending this

argument, we see that c ¤ d ¤ f ¤ e ¤ a - b. Consequently,

the requirement of complete independence as stated in (2.19)

can hold in general only if all probabilities are equal.

This indicates that there can be no general model satisfying

(2.19).

2.5 Models for Blocks of Size Feur and Five .«

A second derivation of (2.16) may be found by noticing

that the probability involves three paired
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comparisons in which ri<rj,<ri<rh, and rj<rh. Hence, it
is reasonable to consider

(2.22) P(ri<rj<rh) = C·P(ri<rj)P(ri<rh)P(rjérh),
where P(rf<rj) ¤ ni/(wi+nj) . This gives

2
(2.23) P(ri<rj<rh) = C

nj“j _
(Wi +

+SinceP(ri<rJ<rh) + P(rJ<rh<ri) + P(r5<ri<rJ) + P(rH<rj<ri)

+ P(rJ<r{<rh) + P(ri<rH¢rj) ¤ l,

we can easily determine that

C 2ni(nJ+nh)+nj(¤i+¤h)+nh(wi+nj)
” x 2 1 px12.L ri<r <rh •

as in (2.16) .
A probability model for blocks of size four may be

obtained by noticing that P(ri<rj<rh<rm) involves six paired

comparisons in which r£<rj, ricrh, ricrm, rjcrh, rj<rm, and
rH<rm. Consequently, we may consider that

(2q25)
x;ni+nJ ni+nh ni+nh nj+nh nj+nm nh+nm

Since the sum of the probabilities over the Zu permutations

of i,j,h, and m is equal to unity, we may determine C and

find that 3 2win nh(2.26) P(ri¢rJ<rH<rm) • —§————-—§~——l——§—————j?·—·—
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(where

It is interesting to note that the form of (2,26)

is similar to that of (2,16) if we write the letter as

P(I‘j_<I°j<I°h) zu
'

Whßrß

uiDJh+sJDih+nhDiJ

This suggests that a comparsble model for blocks of size

five might well be
(2•30)

P( ) nänänänß
r nr <r <r <r -· *i j h m v L"gD5¤mv*“§D1hmv*"äD15mv*"mD15nv+"$D15nm

where Dijhm is the denominator in (2,26),
From this discussion, it appears that a probability

model for blocks of any size may be obtained as an ex-

tension of the paired comparisons model of Bradley and

Terry, However, with larger block sizes the expressions

become increesingly complicated and difficult to handle,

No further attempt will be made in this study to investi-

gate methoda of rank analysis using such probability models

for blocks containing more than three treatments,
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2.6 Compagison of Mdels

In the study of probability models for ranking
blocks of size three, two other models that were considered
are perhaps worthy of mention. The first of these may be
written as — Bi ni

(2.31) where

the ni are parameters satisfying the requirements given in
Section 1.2 for paired comparisons, and the Bi are parameters

such that P(ri•l) - Ö1/(Öi+ÖJ+Öh). The complications due
to the extra set of parameters resulted in this model
being abandoned early in favor of (2.16).

Another model for triple comparisons was suggested

by Professor John E. Freund as an extension of paired com-

parisons from a consideration of the different ways in .

which the three treatments could be presented to an ob-

server to be ranked in pairs. In any triplet, if ri¢rj

for the first pair and rjérh in the second pair, then ri
must be less than ri in the third pair. To obtain this
probability model, let us first consider the following

listing of the six ways in which three treatments could
be ranked in pairs, together with the paired comparisons
probability of the ranking that results in ri4rj<rh.
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Order of Presentation
First Second Third
*1*1,1*. ·1·.,'1·h Th,Ti ......‘ÄL.. ....].2....J J ‘ . ‘ J' 1

Ti,TJ ·1*h,·1*i '1‘j,*1·h ......1*.}.... , .....17};... _ ...2}..ni+11J 111+nh nJ+nh

'rJ,'rh 'rh,'1*i Ti,TJ , .....1.1.}.... _ .....3}.....nJ+1·1h ni+nh 111+11;}
TT n· n1 j 1 .

T T T. T T. T ........, .......J' h 1* j 1* h "Jmh niwj
TT n n'rh,rri Tigrj 'rjyrh .....3-... , .....2... _ ......J...ni+11h ni+nJ 11J+11h

·rh,·ri Tjyrh 11,1*3 .....12... , .....21..._y
ni nj nj nh ni nj

Assuming that the order of presentation is suitably ran-

domized so that the orders are equally likely to occur,

we may obtain an expression for P(Pi<PJ<Ph) by summing

the probabilities listed above and dividing by six. The

result is

(2,32)(ni+nj)(ni+nh)(nj+nh)

This model retains its form when the direction of

ranking is reversed but it does not have the property of
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conditional independence as indicated in (2.9). Pre-

liminary investigation of (2.32) indicated that the mathe—

matics involved in later work with this model would be

more difficult than with the one proposed in (2.16).

Throughout the remainder of this discussion, we

will refer to the model indicated by (2.16) as Model I

and the one proposed originally by Bradley and Terry as

Model II. In this way we have

L1
J h J 1 h h 1 J

and

J II.1
J h J h

Note that from II
""°1"‘f’¤’ " ·1 1 J h J h

and, for this probability to be equal to that given by I,

it is necessary for
Zninjnh = ninä·+ njnä , or

ZüiffjThis

last equation is strictly true only when ni = nj = nh,

or all parameters are equal and, in this case, both proba—

bilities reduce to one-sixth. The equality will
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approximately hold when the ni do not markedly differ from
each other and P(ri<rJ<rh) will be approximately the same
under both models.

· We have previously shown in (2.2) that for Model II

From Model I we get

P(rf<rJ) * n?n.+n?wz+nfn„ ’
OP 7;.(2.3h) P(rf<rj) = -—--—---l>------—- ,

This shows that the unconditional probability that treat-

ment i outranks treatment j in Model I is not in general
· equal to the paired comparisons probability that ri<rJ

as was the case with Model II. Again little difference

will result between the models if the ni are approximately
equal.

All investigations that have been undertakenthusfar

have shown very little difference between Models I

and II from the standpoint of probabilities except when
there are large differences in parameter values. Model I

is more desirable from the standpoint of reversibility.

The symmetry of the denominator involved also results in

this model being more suitable from the standpoint of ease
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of mathematical computations. The remainder of this paper,
involving methods of estimation, likelihood-ratio test pro-
cedures, and power comparisons, will deal primarily with

Model I. Additional comparisons will be made with Model II
as these procedures are developed.
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III. LIKELIHOOD-RATI0 TESTS AND ESTIMATION

3.1 The Likelihood Function

In order to develop 1ike1ihood—ratio tests and maxi-

mum-likelihood methods for estimating parameters, an ex-

pression is needed for the likelihood function associated

with a triple comparison experiment based on the model

proposed in (2.16). This may be obtained by first con-

sidering the probability of a given ranking (rik:jh,

rjk:ih, rhkzij) in the kgh repetition of the block con-
taining treatments i, j, and h. The probability of such

a set of ranks is 1

(3.1)

ni nj nh nj ni nh h ni J
If we assume statistical independence between blocks,

the probability of a given set of ranks for the kgh ’
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complete repetition is given byh

3**ik: h 3** kzih **hk:ium 1;;% *2 J *2; . ............J .
2 +„2 2¤i(¤J+¤h) J(¤i+nh)+nh(ni+¤J)

This may be rewritten as
X10:)w

W)""I J-( D1 11. J1<j<h

where X(k) and n representvectorsand
(nl,••.,nt), while

(3•h) X ‘ = Z'(3—r • )1(k) J<h 1k.3h •

and

h• The symbole ä and E} will be used to indicate sums and
products respectively with i-l,•••,t• E and TTj_4J<h j_<j<h
will represent sums and products respectively withi<j‘h,

igJgh=lg•••gt• 2 and iudicata Sum'seh dfb _
mations in which J<h and jfh rsspect1vely with
j,h-l,•••,t• JZL will be used to indicate sums in

<
which jfi, hfi, j<h, i,j,h¤1,•••,t, where i is the
additional subscript in the expression following the
summation sign. Departures from these conventions
will be specified.
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Note that Xi(k) is twice the number ef first
place ranks for treatment i plus the number of second
place ranks for treatment i in all comparisons involving
threatment i in the kgh repetition of triple comparieons•

Since the set of rankings for one complete re-
petition is, by assumption, independent in probability of
the set of rankinge for a different complete repetition,
the likelihood function fer n complete repetitione may be

written as n(3•6)Lor
Q

Ü ai
nil-SQ) [Pmm]

where n

- 2 E' -r .
I1 <s >k_l j<h ik.jh

_ 3n(t·l)Qt·2Q _ Q 2,2 k=l 5<hrik*Jh
The sum of ranks for treatment i for the complete ex-

n
periment iskäl Jigriksjh.
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3,2 Estimation of Parameters

Using the notation of Bradley and Terry (1952a,
p, 326), we shall be interested in a general class of

tests of the null hypothesis,
(3,9) H0: ni- 1/t_ (i · l,,,,,t)

against alternative hypothsses
(3,10) Ha: ni = w(a) (a ·

1,,,,,m);

i ¤ sü_l+l,,,,,s¤, where so ¤ 1, Sm ¤ t,

mand 1, Let Ng ¤ sa—sa_l,

m m _
then 2 Na ¤ t and E Nan(d) ¤ l,

a-1 a¤1

The null hypothesis states that the true treatment ratings,

or parameters, are identical, but the alternative specifies
6

that the true treatment ratings are identical within each

of m groups of treatments while the parameters may differ

from group to
group,Estimatorsp(a) of n(a) will be obtained using maxi-

mum·-likelihood procedures, For the special case when m-=t,

the estimator of the parameter ni will be denoted by pi,

The likelihood function under the alternative in- ·

dicated in (3,10) is
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H1 N Hl N•'¤ •¤ (2a)(Nß)

(3.11) L ·= 6 G 1 ° 2 aäß °)@ä[1·r(a)]a(a)
an

Na
° °)@({¤2(¤)[¤(¤)w(ß)1+¤2(ß)¤(¤)} M 2 ) (NB)

3 ¤1‘B
m 2 -nNaNBNY

° Wiw (¤)[¤(B)+¤(Y)]·•«‘3(B)[¤(¤)+¤(Y)]+¤2(Y)[¤(¤)+¤(B)]}•
¤<B<

where
(3 12) a(¤) = Z? Q Z°(3 r ) 3¤(N°)° 1-S + 1 k-=1 h>_1 i)“3)“ 3 °

a—l

Through maximization of ln L, subject to the restreint
3 maElNan(a) = l,

the maximum-likelihood equations5 are found to be

a(a) _ m Nß p2(B)+2p(B)p(¤)(M3) 616) “N°¤ B?-;1(2 )p2(ß)[p(B)+p(¤)]+p(B)p2(¤)
B c

N m 3P3(¤)+2P(a)P(B)+P2(B)cp 6 +p<6 1+6 6 6 6
ßfa

+N fg N NY p2(ß)+2p(¤)[p(ß)+p(Y)]+62(Y) ,
°Y>p B p2(¤)[p(B)+p(Y)]+pä(ß)[r>(¤)+p(Y)]+p§(Y)[p(¤)+p(B)]
Yaßfa

G. " 1,...,m.

5. For a derivation of the liäelihood equations, see' Appendix A.
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m
For determinancy, we need 2 N@p(a)¤l.

d·l
As in paired comparisons, we shall again consider the

following two special cases of Ha:
(1) Hl: No ni is assumed equal to any nJ(1/J); that

is, m-tl

(11) Hg: ni ¤ n (1•l,.•.,s)

- (läsn)/(t—s) (1-s+l,...,t); that is,
m¤ .

The first case represents the most general of the alter-
native hypotheses indicated in (3.10), and the second case

represents the least general.
The likelihood function for Case (1) is
L - TT nai TT

D”n K

as in (3.7). The maximum-likelihood equations may be ob-
tained from (3.13), and are found to be

2 2(2.1:.) E1-. „„ ;• 2P1"’f*°h""’; 1%
p J<h 2 2 21 1¤i(pJ+ph)+pj(pi+ph)+ph(pi+pJ)
(i_l,OlO't)’ —

lg

1

For case (11), the likelihood function may be written
as follows:

U;) +(°;°)] 2-¤ [(2-.) (:3)+. (täsühaeb
(3.15) L • ———·····—·—·—·····——··———·—·———·——·————·+—w

¤ [..24.,+6) +e=„]¤<*=·-S) (S) [..26+62 (..+6)] ¤¤ <°z°>
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where
sn + (t-s)6 e 1, or 6 - (l·sw)/(t—s),

8 ' § Z' g (3·Pik:jh) ·3H(;);
1-1 j<h k¤l

t nb ' i.§+l
'°3¤(t'§8)•

The likelihood equstion for this case may be obtained as a

cubic equation in p, the estimator of n, from

P {1>“(1>+@)+@*p] [p“ö+’ö“ (p+'ö)]
with

sp + (t—s)Ö
- l ,

~ The pi, as estimators of true treatment ratings,

provide a means for quantifying the results of a triple

comparisons experiment, Gonsequently, they permit over—a1l

comparisons of treatments, They ae also useful in the

evaluation of 1arge—sample test statistics to be proposed

later,

3,2,1 Solution of the ägximum-Likelihood Egugtions, Casefi}

The system of equations given by (3,lh) can be solved

by iterative procedures, This involves finding, by any

desirable means, first approximations to p1,,,,,pt and than
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getting second approximations from the first. Third approx-

imations are obtained from the second approximations and

this process of successive approximations is repeated until
the desired precision is reached. For example, first
estimates could be lpi • 1/t, i - 1,...,t. Continuing the

use of the superscript on the left side of the estimator to

indicate the order of approximaticn, we next get

1 1 1 1
_X'T

p§( pJ+ ph)+ p§( pi+ ph)+ p§( pi+ pj)

The factor C is eliminated by using the relation E pi • 1.

From the seccnd approximations, a third set couldibe ob-

tained in the same way and the process continued.
(

Since the werk involved in this iterative procedure
(

is rather tedious and time-ccnsuming, the best possible

first estimates of the parameters should be used to start

the iterative process. A method similar to one used by

Otto Dykstra (1956) for paired comparisons provides a satis·

factory set of first estimates here. First estimates are

obtained by assuming that the estimators other than the

igh one differ by very little and, as an approximation,

we may set(3.17)
pj (5- 1,..., u, 5/ 1).
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Using these values in (3.1h), we obtain

(3,18) @-1 @-2 s-1 _O
pi 2 1-p 1- 2 1- °2 =.....¢.+2....e . PV 1;-1

Some simplification of (3.18) yields the quadratic equations
(3.19) P§[ai(2t2—6t+6)+n(-2h+llt3—22t2+l9t-6)]

+ pi(ai(2t—6)+n(-t3+Lt2-5t+2)] + 2ai - O,

The positive roots of these equations have provided good

approximations for almost all cases in which they have been

used. The excepticnal cases have been those in which there
were great differences among the ai and, consequently, large

differences among the estimators pi.

3.3 Likelihood-Ratio Tests

Let L(o) represent the likelihood function evaluated
under the null hypothesis, and let L(a) denote the value of
the likelihood function at its maximum under the alternative
hypothesis. A general test statistic may be obtained as a

function of the likelihood ratio

S L oka L(a) °
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Exact tests may be found by using the likelihood ratio it-

self with small values of ka resulting in rejection of the

null hypothesis. Exact tests may also be constructed from

the function
(3.20)
mB¤°na<§<YN¤NBnY ln @(11)(p(B)+p(Y))+P?B)(p(¤)+p(*1))+p(v)(p(a)+p(B))]

ml; (N“)N l¤[p2 (P +P )+P“
P ]Bfa 2 B (a) (¤) (B) (B) (a)

+11;] (N°‘)ln 6+n
gl]

(N°'·)N ln 2-
IE a(a) ln

p(¤.).a·1·3 afß 2 B a•l

Ba is a monotone function of the likelihood ratio chosen so

1 that „

(3.21) -2 ln hä - 2n(g) ln 6 - 2Ba.
Small values of Ba constitute a critical region.

As yet there are no tables available for the exact dis-

tribution of the statistic Ba. Some investigation has been
made of the possibility of constructing tables of exact dis-

tributions. These investigations have shown that there are

two difficulties to overcome before tables of practical

value can be constructed. The more serious of these is the
difficulty encountered in doing the tremendous amount of'com-

putation involved to find exact distributions. The second

difficulty is that of the length of the tables involved.
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* Some abbreviations would no doubt be possible, but if all
possible entries of sums of ranks were included, such a
table would be very large, even fer small values of t and
n. For example, under Case (i), if t ¤ L and n ¤ l, there
are 16 distinct sets of rank sums; while for t ¤ L and

n ¤ 2, there are 76 distinct sets of rank sums.

3.3.1 The Generation of Tables

As indicated above, tables of exact distributions are
tedious to construct. However, from a theoretical stand-
point, they are very simple to obtain. To illustrate the
method of generating such tables under conditions of H0,
we shall first consider Case (i) with three treatments.
For one repetition, there is only one combination of rank
sums, namely the set 1, 2, 3. The probability of a given

ranking is 1/6 under the null hypothesis. For two re-
petitions, there are 36 equally likely ways in which ranks
from the first repetition may be added to the corresponding
ranks from the second repetition to obtain sums of ranks
associated with each treatment. we can find the possible

I

sets of sums of ranks for two repetitions by adding the
numbers in the ordered set 1, 2, 3 in order with the numbers
in the six permutations of 1, 2, 3 as indicated in Table 1.

‘

The other five columns that can be obtained by permuting
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the ordered set and then adding are the same as those ob-

tained by using the ordered set 1, 2, 3. Consequently, we
need to consider only this one ordered set.

TABLE 1. Generation of Sums of Ranke, n - 2, t • 3

Probability Permutations Sums with Ordered Set
1 2 3

1/6 1 2 3 2 1. 6
1/6 1 3 2 2 5 5
1/6 2 1 3 3 3 6
1/6 2 3 1 3 5 ,,L
1/6 3 1 2 1. 3 5
1/6 3 2 1 1. 1. 1.

The sets of ordered rank sums for two repetitions are
thus found to be 2, L, 6; 2, 5, 5; 3, 3, 6; L, L, L; and
3, L, 5. The probability associated with any one of the

first four sets is 1/6, and the probability of the last set

is 2/6. Use of these five sets of ordered rank sums with
the permutations of the set 1, 2, 3 would now lead to the
sets of rank sums and associated probabilities for three

repetitions. A continuation of this process would lead to

the sets of ordered sums of ranks for any given number of
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repetitions. A similar but more tedious procedure would
produce corresponding results for any number of treatments.

To further illustrate the problems involved in con-
structing exact tables and to indicate some of the com-
putational techniques, we have prepared the following table
(Table 2) of sets of rank sums with their associated proba-

* y bilities under HO. Estimates of the parameters are in-
dicated by pi and the values under TC are the results of
using the piin.an evaluation of T • -2 ln L1. The sub-
script on kl indicates that we are considering Case (i) of
the alternative hypothesis.

3.3.2 pominant Subsets of Sums of Ranke

A study of the contents of Table 2 gives some in-

dication of results to be expected concerning the estimates

of the parameters when extreme sets of rank sums, or when
dominant subsets of rank sums, are a part of a set. A sub-
set, say Sl, may be considered dominant, or be said to
dominate the subset S2, if the treatments that contribute
to Sl outrank those involved in S2 in every block in which
there is a comparison of treatments contributing to the two

subsets. Examples in Table 2 are the extreme rank sums of

3 and 9. The sum 3 represents the smallest possible sum of
. ranks for a treatment and, in this case, the first treatment
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TABLE 2. Distribution of T == -2 ln L1, t ¤ 1+, n ¤¤ 1

Rank Suns Estimatss of ni Distribution

Erl Erz Er} Erl} pl p2 p3 ph TC P(TgTc)

3 5 7 9 1.00 ______ ________ _______ 11+.33 1.00
3 6 6 9 1.00 ________ _________ ______ 11.56 0.98
L L 7 9 0.50 0.50 _____ _______ 11.56 0.98
4 L 8 8 0.50 0.50 ____ ____ 8.79 0.9L
L 5 6 9 0.53 0.31 0.16 ____ 7.66 0.93
3 6 7 . 8 1.00 ____ ____ ____ 7.66 0.93
3 5_ 8 8 1.00 ______ _______ _______ 7.02 0.78
3 7 7 7 1.00 ____ ____ ____ 6.59 0.76
5 5 5 9 0.33 0.33 0.33 ____ 6.59 0.76
L 5 7 8 0.52 0.31 0.11 0.06 L.0L 0.72
1+ 6 6 8 0.53 0.20 0.20 0.07 3.L9 0.61
5 5 6 8 0.35 0.35 0.22 0.08 2.L6 0.5L
1+ 6 7 7 0.51+ 0.20 0.13 0.13 2.1+6 0.51.
5 5 7 7 0.35 0.35 0.15 0.15 1.59 0.31
5 6 6 7 0.36 0.2L 0.2L 0.16 0.78 0.22
6 6 6 6 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.02
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dominates the others. The largest possible sum of ranks

in Table 2 is 9 and, in this case, the first three treat-
ments dominate the fourth. ”The set of rank sums A, u, 8, 8

illustrates the case in which two treatments dominate two

others.
When a treatment, say the first one, receives the

smallest possible sum of ranks, n(t - l)(t - 2)/2, the set

of estimates of the parameters is l, 0,...,0. Substitution

of these values in -2 ln kl - 2[ln L(l) - ln L(o)} yields an

indeterminate form for ln L(l). However, its limiting value

may be found by assuming that the estimates are l,blB„„.bt_lö;

and then, after substitution of these quantities for pl,„.,pt

into -2 ln kl, taking the limit as B approaches zero. After

this has been done, ln L(l) is a function of bl,...,bt_l.
It has the appearance of the logarithm of a likelihood

function involving both paired and triple comparisons. To

evaluate it, maximum-likelihood estimates
ofmustbe obtained. This can be rather tedious because of the

form of the function involved.
In other cases of deminant suhsets, a similar tech-

nique may be used to evaluate -2 ln kl. The calculation

of secondary estimates, such as the bi above, provides some

information about the relative values of the parameters O
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As an example, consider the set of rank sums
3, 6, 7, 8 from Table 2. If we eubetitute the values
1, O, O, O for pl, p2, pß, ph, in -2 ln N1, we obtain

-2 ln xl — 8 ln 6 + 2 ln (0/0).

If we use the technique described above, we get

-2 ln kl = 8 ln 6

+ 2 ln 1 2 3

. The second term on the right is approximately twice the

logarithm of the likelihood function for three treatments

and two repetitions with rank sums 3, A, 5. This func-

tion is pg pg p3/Üä23. Estimates of bl ¤ .53, b2 = .31,

and h3 ¤ .16 give some information concerning the relative

value of the parametere of the last three treatments and

permit evaluation of -2 ln L1 as 7.66.

3.A Large-Sample Tests

S. S. Wilke (l9A6) has indicated under very general

conditions, that if L is the likelihood ratio, -2 ln A is

asymptotically distributed ae chi-square. A rather com-

prehensive treatment of this topic was also given by A.

Wald (l9A3). We make use of this result in the following
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discussion in order to consider some approximate large-

sample tests for triple comparisons•

Case (i). For the most general alternate hypothesis

designated as Hl above, we now have
(3.22)
-2 ln kl = 2n(§) ln 6 + Zäai ln pi - 2ni<§<hln Bijh,

where a

ßijh · P§(PJ+ph) + p§(pi+ph) + p§(pi+pj)•

Since there are no parameters to estimate under the null

hypothesis and (t - l) independent parameters to estimate

under this alternate hypothesis, -2 ln kl is approximately

distributed as chi-square with (t - l) degrees of freedom

when n, the number of repetitions, is large.

In an attempt to gain some insight into the rapidity

of convergence of -2 ln L1 to the chi-square distribution,

a good deal of computation was carried out to determine
‘

first and second moments and the exact distribution of

-2 ln A1. The means and variances are given below (in

Table 3) for the complete block case in which

t = 3. These results-lndicate a fairly rapid convergence to

the limiting values for means and variances, even for

relatively samll values of n• It also seems reasonable to
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expect the convergence to be even more rapid for larger

values ofyt since this is true in paired comparisons.

TABLE 3. Means and Variance of -2 ln kl, t = 3

n Mean Variance

2 3.02 6.28

3 2.66 6.97
A 2.Al 6.30
5 2.28 5.67
6 2.2A 5.Al

8 2.16 A.73

oo 2.00 A.00

Actual computation also showed a rapid convergence of

the distribution of T to the limiting chi-square distribution

in the right hand teils of the respective distributions.

Some of these results, with chi-square comparisons, are shown

below in Table A for the case where t = 3. T is used to in-

dicate -2 ln kl.
Case (ii). In this case, there are no parameters

to estimate under the null hypothesis and only one indepen-

dent parameter to estimate under H2. As a result, when n is
large, -2 ln A2 is approximately distributed as chi-square
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with one degree of freedom. The statistic may be written as

U followst
‘ -2 ln 74.2 ¤ Zngä)- [(;')+(t;SÜ} ln 6-2n Bt-s) (;)+s(t£S)] ln 2

+2a ln p+2b ln Ö.

Z TABLE L. Distribution of T and‘X?, t ¤ 3

E
1 n - 6 n = 8

TC TC P(T$TC) P(;@$Tc)

2.46 .75 .71 4.34 .880 .880

8
L.55 .86 Ä90 5.76 .953 .9&2

4.66 .93 .91 7.01 .963 .970

6.38 .95 .96 7.70 .970 .977
7.58 .97 .98 8.07 .982 .981

8.60 .99 .98 ' 9.07 .990 .989

10.87 .992 .995 10.85 .992 .995

13.18 .995 .998 11.h2 .995 .996

13.87 .998 .999 13.91 .999 .999
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3.5 The Combination of Experiments

In certain cases, the repetitions may be performed by

different judges in subjective experiments, at different

times, or at different locations. Under such circumstances
as these, the over-all experiment may be thought of as con-

sisting of g groups of repetitions, the ugh group of size

Enu, with uälnu ¤ n. The treatment parameters are corre-
spondingly indicated by If the experimenter

is willing to assume that enly one set of treatment parame-

ters n1,...,nt exists as the alternative hypothesis for all
groups of repetitions, the test procedure is the same as

that already described. Total treatment sums of ranks are
· obtained by adding corresponding group treatment sums of

ranks over the groups and the experiment is then treated as

though one group of n repetitions, homogeneous in the in-

dicated sense, had been made.
The pooled analysis described above is not appropriate

for cases in which the alternative hypothesis that the same

true treatment ratings exist for all groups is not realis-

tic. Such an analysis may give results that are not

significant, even though each group alone does show signif-

icant treatment differences. A more sensitive test fer the

detection of treatment differences is a combined analysis
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° in which a test statistic is calculated for each group, and
‘ these results then combined for an overall test of the null

hypothesis that there are no treatmedsdifferences. For

this combined analysis, the alternative hypothesis may be
(

specified as follows:
Hä: Within the uggtof g groups, true ratings

nlu,...,ntu, iilwiu • l, exist; and these
ratings may change from group to group.

Let klu indicate the likelihood ratio for the uth
group. For large nu, -2 ln klu is distributed approximately
as chi-square with (t - l) degrees of freedom. Assuming

that the group experiments are independent in probability,

the appropriate test statistic is

(3.23) -2 ln kg = -2 ä ln klu .
u=lThestatistic in (3.23) is approximately distributed as(
chi-square with g(t — l) degrees of freedom.

Y
3.6 A Coefficient of Agreement

A measure of the consistency of ranking from group

to group may be obtained by considering the following

_ hypotheses:
HO: niu - ni, (u - l,...,g; i = l,...,t);

Hä: niu is unrestricted by groups.
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Letting L(b) denote the likelihood function under HO,

we see that (

(3•2l+) I-·(0) “ 7; Päii-E--§)<h(_/öijh-]
n

where ai, pi, and Üijh have their original meanings as

defined in (3.7) and (3.22). Similarly,
J

g a -n

where piu = the maximum-likelihood estimator of niu, and
aiu is twice the number of first place ranks plus the

number of second place ranks for treatment i in all com-

parisons involving treatment i in the ugg group of re-

petitions.
Under HO, a total of (t - l) independent parameters

must be estimated, while under Hä of this section, there

are g(t — l) independent parameters to be estimated. Con-

sequently, when the number of repetitions is large,

(3.26) -2 ln nä- -2 lnL (1)

u-1 i i¢j<h
• lllll']is

distributed approximately as chi-square with (g-l)(t-l)

degrees of freedom. Large values of -2 ln nä in (3.26)
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imply discordant ranking from group to group, and hence,

-2 ln hä is in fact a measure of group by treatment inter-

action.
The large-sample tests proposed for Case (i) in this

chapter may be summarized as in Table 5•

TABLE 5, Large-sample Analysis

Statistic*Hypothesis2n(§)ln6+2>£ai

ln pi-Zniéäqln Üijh HO :ni=1/t 'y€_l
Hl:ni

2n(t)ln6+2Z[2 np E ].1'1^ ( Ä H :11 =l/t 23 qijhüu 61ua

np: •n n p tn ¤n _2§[2l 221’1il()]
H2

gugl iu 1u.iäJLh jh iu 6 iu 1 2— ·~ M -mt-11-2 Ea ln p -n Z ln D. ] H :n g

* Dijh · p§(pJ+ph) + p§(pi+ph) + p§(pi+pj)

}n§t-l}§t-2} Ü •
a = — E Z r ,1 2 k_l

Jéh ik.jh
3nu(t-1) (t-2)

aiu = ——————;T————- - (sum of ranks for treatment i
in the ugg group),
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IV. A TEST OF THE MODEL FOR TRIPLE COMPARISONS

L.l A Goodness-of—Fit Test of the Appropriateness of the
Medal

The statistical tests of the preceding chapter are

appropriate only for data that conform to the assumptions

underlying the given model for triple comparisons. In
order to determine significant departures from the model,
a goodness-of-fit test of the appropriateness of the model
for triple comparisons will be developed in the following
paragraphs.

The most general model available for a triple com-
parisons experiment is one in which each block is treated
as a small independent multinomial-type experiment. In

order to indicate this, let Fijh be a parameter represent-
ing the probability that treatments i, j, and h are ranked
l, 2, and 3 respectively in a given block in which they are
compared. Then, for each triplet, there are six such
parameters, possibly totally unrelated for distinct trip-

lets. Correspondingly, let fijh represent the number of

times treatments i, J, and h are ranked l, 2, and 3 re-
spectively in an experiment of n complete repetitions. The

likelihood function, collected over separated components
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for each triplet, may now be written as
(1°l) 1 r s r r s—»— _ — ijh — Jhi - hij — hji — jih - ihj"hij "n31 "31h

”ihj 1·

From their definition it is obvious that
O

(i, J• h ' l•••••¤§ i f J f h)» 8¤d
(1*31 "13h*"3h1*"h13*"h31*"31u+"1h3 ' 1

(1, 3, b · 1,...,u; 1a} 3 ß hl.

In order to test the appropriateness, or goodness-

of-fit, ef the model for triple comparisons for homogeneous

repetitions, we need a test of the null hypothesis
_ nänä

8againstthe more general alternative,

HI: Fijh f nänj/Dijh for some i,j, and h,

Note that in the alternative we attempt to represent

the data in terms of 5(§) independent parameters, The null

hypothesis is much more restrictive, since through it, we

attempt to represent the data with only (t—l) independent
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parameters. The alternative fits the observations exactly

in the sense that the estimated expected frequencies of

rankings are the same as the observed frequencies.

An approximate test of HO against HI is possible

using likelihood-ratio procedures. The test statistic

depends on the functions i(piJhIHO) and Ü(pijh|HI), where

E is defined bY (#.1), and these functions represent
evaluations of E in terms of maximum-likelihood estimators

pijh obtained under the assumptions of HO and HI respective-
ly. Under the null hypothesis, the estimators pgjh of

Sijh have already been found to be
. (#.6) Eäjh ' päpj/61jh:

where the pi are the estimators of ni discussed in Section
3.2. Under the assumptions of HI, estimators piäh of Eijh
are easily seen to be

the usual maximum-likelihocd estimators of multinomial

parameters.

Lßtßiflg xl · -2 ln 1.1 1S
asymptotically distributed as chi-square. The degrees of

freedom may be obtained by noting that under HI, a total

of t(t—l)(t—2) parameters are estimated, subject to
t(t-l)(t-2)/6 restraints, as indicated in (#.3)} and, under
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H0, there are (t-1) independent parameters. Hence, there

are iäiäzéliézäl — (t-1) degrees of freedom for chi-square.
We may write the test statistic as follows:
(b.8) -2 ln RI - 2[ln Ü(BiJhIHI)- ln i(pijh|HO)]

- I -0¤ 2 E 2** f. [ln p — ln p ]
i<j<h ijh ijh 13h '

where 2** indicates the sum over the six permutations of

i, j, and h. Using (h.6) and (A.?) in (h.8), we see that
(1..9)

.n
-2 x ¤ 2 2 2**f 1 f -1 - 1 2 1 Dlll I H Il I1I1-

2[ 2 2•• ln -¤(°)1¤¤+¤ 2 11*16 -2a ln 1f13¤ 3 Kjdq 131111 Pw

where a ¤ 2* 2 3-r . as before.
H < >1 J<h

k_l ik.3h
When the repetitions are grouped into g groups, with-

in-group tests of goodness-of-fit may be made for each group

as described above. If we follow the notation of Section
3.5, the desired test is that of the null hypothesis,

O
i

·

2

(u - 1,...,g; 1, 3, h - l,...,t; 1/3¢h)
against the alternative,

O

_-

2
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for some i, j, h, and fixed u, where

DljhuNow

the test statistic for the uth group may be denoted by

-2 ln klu, where the subscript u indicates that the statis-
tic is obtained as in (L.8) but only the ugh group is con-

sidered. Since the rankings are independent from group to

group, the over-all goodness-of-fit statistic is
E(h.l2) -2 ln kII - -2 2 ln klu.

u-l

For large values of nu, u - 1,...,g, this statistic is

approximately distributed as chi-square
withdegreesof freedom.

h.2 Go0dness—0f-Fit Test Associated with Expected
Freguencies

In the discussion of Section u.l above, reference

was made to -2 ln k as being asymptotically distributed as

chi—square. The quantity -2 ln k may'be associated with

the more common chi-square goodness—0f-fit test by the

following approximations. Let
0 „ *0(Ä•l3) fijh Upijhn

and note that
.1

2
(h•lh) fijh ¤ npijh,

the latter from (4.7).
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Substitution of these values into (h.8) gives
(!+•15)
-2 ln kl = 2i<§<hE'*fijh[ln(fiJh/n) - ln(f§jh/n)]

= 2 E 2**f ln(f. ff? ).
i<j<h ijh 1jh 1jh

Let
0

where aijh may be either positive or negative. Substituting

(h.l6) into (h.l5), we get
„ 0(h•l7) -2 ln kII 2i<§<h2"fijh(l+£iJh)lu(l+£ijh).

If, as an approximation, we use the first two terms in the
I

series expansion of the logarithm, we get

- L O „ 2(h.l8) 2 lng
o 2 __ 3

„ 0From (&.l6), fijh fäjh + aijhfijh and hence

(h•l9) E Z'°& fg = E 2"(f · - f? )ijh 1jh igh ijh
·= Mg) — Mg) = O. '

If we continue to ignore powers of aijh greater than the

Second, we now get
-2 ln k S 2 Z*'f° g= .I 1<;<h Ijh Mh
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Since aijh = (fijh - fäjh)/fäjh, this last approximation
may be written as followsz

(4.21) -2 ln kl é - f§Jh)2/ffjh.
This relation (4.21) gives the usual expression for

the chi-square goodness-of-fit statistic. From its deri-
vation, it is seen to be a good approximation to -2 ln kl

g if aijh is small. It is meaningless if eijh ¤ -1, which
occurs when an observed frequency is zero. In practice,
with reasonably large experiments, the approximation of
(4.21) will generally agree closely with the form of (4.15)

and this justifies taking the statistic (4.21) to have a
chi—square distribution; an alternate justification could
be obtained beginning with the form (4.21) without re-

ference to its derivation included here.
When the repetitions are grouped into g groups, a

slight modification of the notation (to indicate the

association of frequencies with groups) permits us to write

(4.22) -2 lnÄIIwhere

fijhu represents the number of times treatments
i, j, and h were ranked 1, 2, and 3 respectively in the
ugh group of repetitions, and fäjhu is the corresponding
expected value under HO. This is the association with
frequencies that is obtained from the test statistic in
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(h.l2) for the case when repetitions are grouped. Con-

sequently, (&.22) may be tested using chi·square with
degrees of freedom.

The developments of this chapter parallel those of

Bradley (l95hb),whc dealt with the appropriateness of the

model developed for paired comparisons. In this paper,

he applied the goodness·of—fit test to paired comparisons

data and showed that the model did appear to be appropriate

in practice. J. W. Hopkins (195L) did an experimental
methodological study for paired comparisons and also sug-

gested that the model proposed was appropriate. When
«

sufficient experimental evidence is available, we shall
be able to assess the appropriateness of the model for
triple comparisons proposed in this dissertation. De-

partures from the model will sometimes occur, but it is

conjectured that they will be rare and that assignable —

causes may usually be found to explain them.
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SOME LARGE·SAMPLE RESULTS ON ESTIMATION AND POWER

5.1 Introduction

In Section 3.3 some indication was given of the dif-

ficulties encountered in finding the exact distribution of

T = -2 ln N1 under the null hypothesis of treatment equali-

ty for Case (i). In that case, the null hypothesis that

all parameters are equal is tested against the alternative

that no ni is assumed equal to nj for all j { i. The dif-

ficulties are even more troublesome in the event that the

null hypothesis is not true. Consequently, only a large-

sample evaluation and comparison of power functions with

other test procedures will be made here.) Large·sample

results concerning the distribution of the estimators pi

of Wi are first obtained. They give some indication of the

reliability of the estimators and are useful in the in-

vestigatien of the power of the test based on T.

5.2 Distribution of Estimators for Case (1)

To consider the distribution of estimators for Case

(i), we first refer to seme results already stated. In _

Equation (3.1), the probability of a given set of ranks
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for one complete repetition was written as

(5.1) £(x, n) ·- Un? ')'( bäh,
1 i<j<h

where

and
xi - jäw -

rigjh),HereX and n represent vectors (Xl,...,Xt) and n1,...,nt).
As noted in Section 3.l, Xi is twice the number of times
treatment i ranks first plus the number of times treat-

~

ment i ranks second in the complete repetition.

The parameters nl,...,¤£ are subject to the single

t-1restriction äni = l. If we take nt · l — iälwi, we shall

then have (t - l) independent parameters nl,...,nt_l. Let
pl,...,pt_l be the maximum-likelihood estimators of these
parameters as obtained in Section 3.2. According to K. C.
Chanda (195h), if f(X,n) satisfies certain conditions, then
pi is a consistent estimator of ni, and~/H(pl - nl),...,

\/H(pt_l - n£_l) have asymptotically a joint (t — l)-variate
normal distribution with zero means and dispersion matrix

given by the inverse of [käj], where

(5.2) wgj - ·
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' The required conditions in terms of our problem are as
follows:

(i) The point represented by the vector w lies in

a (t — l)-dimensional region Q; for almost all

X and for all n Q 9,

gF1¤ 1, and gßia 1
öni Bniönj äniönjönh

exist for i, j, h ¤ l,...,(t - l).
(ii) For almost all X and every point n Q Q,

< Fi(X), < FiJ(X), and

while E[HiJh(X)] is
r1¤1ce rar 1, J, h · 1, 2,...,(t - 1).

(iii) For all n Q Q the matrix
k' = Ehäjl, where kgj is defined in (5.2).
is positive definite and Ikäjl is finite.

The first two conditions are readily verified from
the form of f(X,n) provided that each ni has a positive
lower bound, a situation which we will assume because other-
wise treatments whose parameters are zero would have to be

excluded from the experiment. Condition (iii) will be

verified after obtaining some preliminary results.
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Taking the logarithm of f(X,v) and differentiating

with respect to n. (i • l,••.,[t - 1]) while regarding v1 C
as a function of vi, we obtain

(6.2) 7
alu f XiXt-—-,•—— - —— - 3 —-———Ä-———-Ä-—- + 3 .....Ä......J..._@**1 ni "c kh D1511 kh Dughl

mf:
Now we note that

E(X ) = Z°E(3 - r . )
7

i J<h i.jh

n§(v +vh) navi, nävi
¤ Z, 2...—..JQ.... + ...:1.... + ......... ’

J<h D15h Digh Digh
Or a( )+va aZn n +v v +v v......l.......„L........

i<b ijh 5
It follows that

-·3**;"1 "1; "1
”t

But from (5•5), we see that
>„Y. • E(§.l2.£ · ölß f)

X. X X• X, =·¤<>v[(—-?·——-E-)(-·l·—‘i)J
Cov(Xi,Xj) Cov(Xi,Xt) Cov(Xj,Xt) Var(E§)

vivj ° —”F;§;—“—” ° vivt + n£ '
or 5

•(5*6) "1_5 ' **13 " "·1¤ ' "·5u * ^·¤1;•
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where C ( )ov X X

ÄInorder to express kij in terms of the parameters
ni, let

(5•8) Xi:jh * 3 * Yizjh
•

Since Xi ¤ ägxi,Jh, and the xi,jh of this sum are statis-
j O •

tically independent, it fullows that
(5.9) Var(Xi) = jäéVar(xi:Jh),

and

We may find Var(xi:Jh) as follows:

(5.11) Var(xi:Jh) ¤ E(xi:jh)2 - [E(xi:Jh)]2

n§(ni+nh) näni näni X2¤§(n +nh) + nzni + näniixz
¤ L + + Ü--•

•DijhDijh iJh Dijh

= -2;- [An n n (n +n')2·+(n +n )(N2*Wé)(N2+TTTT )]
Däjh

i J h J h J h J h 1 J h °

In likemanner,(5°l2)COV(xiZJh’XJ:ih)
u E(Xi2jhXj2ih)°E(xi:jh)E(XJ:ih)

—n N
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Using (5•ll) and (5,12) as needed, we get
(5.13)

kij s ·2 2nin!nh(ni+2nh+n.)+2nä(wi+n.)—nä(n§+ng)+n§ng+wä
· 2hflsj Dijh

2 2 2 2
B JL E, hninjnh(nj+¤h) +(nj+nh)(nj+wh)(ni+njnh)

M1ijh"“°l·‘‘*·"" X X X Xi tSince Läj - Cov (E; - ;;),(;§ — EE) , the matrix
Cxäjl is a dispersion matrix and is therefore non-negative

definite. It is furthermore positive definite since
Slll f .

X IOClll1,, t_l, an ence are ree o inear

restrictions• The preceding calculations of käj in terms

of parameters indicate that Ikijl is finite provided that

all ni have a positive lower bound as was assumed earlier•

As a resu1t,and according to Chanda, we can conclude that

the pi(i ¤ l,„„.,[t — 1]) are consistent estimators and

that x/H(pl,—nl),.•„,1/H(pt_l·wt_l) have asymptotically a

joint (t—l)-variate normal distribution with zero means and

dispersion matrix given by the inverse of [Aäj].
A The lack of symmetry introduced into the elements of

the dispersion matrix [k;5]°l by considering nt to be a

function of the other (t—l) parameters may be removed by
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the following method developed by Bradley (1955) for paired

comparisons. This method is based on the fact that the

t x t matrix [kij] for triple comparisons is singular, as

was the corresponding matrix for paired comparisons. In

both cases, we have

To verify this, we use (5.13) to obtain
(5.15)
nikii2J<h D15¤

= 2°N /D?J<h idh 1gh*
and 2 ( )Zn n n n—+2n +n(6.16) -z•2J

hfi.Jijh.

+ D15h
' ‘§°hf§ jM15¤/D§5h•

I

where the definitions of Nidh and Mijh are obvious. We now
note that N ( ).. M + M

J J<h 13h
since Nijh - (Mijh + Mihj) ¤ 0.
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Transforming [Lijl by subtracting the elements of the
last row and then the elements of the last column from
corresponding elements of the remaining rows and columns

respectively, we obtain
{L'- 1 LL - 1'(5•l-7) lkijl

,„ 1.) it Lbb E O,
[Ht " Nut] Mc

where [Lit - Ltt]° and [Ljt — Ltt] are respectively column

and row vectors of (t — 1) elements. From (5.17). we see
that

' '. [M5) [Mu · Mu]
[1*31: ' Mt] 1 * Nu

In the determinant of the right member of (5.18), adding

the elements of the last row and then the elements of the
last column to the corresponding elements of the remaining

rows and columns respectively results in•
(5.19) [LiJl [ 1 + Lidl •_ [l+>»iJ1 [1]%,

[O] 1

where [O] is a row vector of (t - 1) zero elements and [l]'

is a column vector of (t — 1) unit elements. From (5.19),we obtain 'U~· 1 [ll(5.20) lkäjl .._ ij _
El] O
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Inspection of the cofactor of kij in the right member of

(5.20) indicates that it may be shown to be equal to the

cofactor of kij in lkiil. This may be done by transforming

the cofactor of Lii by subtracting hrt times the elements
of the last row from corresponding elements of the rgh row,

and then subtracting (ktc - ktt) times the elements of the
last column from the corresponding elements of the cgh

column. It follows that if aii is the covariance of
\/H(pi - wi) and N/H(pj - nJ),[i, j = l,...,(t - lß, then

_ mp um'!
cofactor of kiiinilkiil [ll,

[1] o
Since the model for triple comparisons is symmetric in the

parameters and estimators (5.21)
applies for all variances and covariances with i, j=l,...,t

on the basis of its symmetry. ·
Inspection of (5.21) shows that the variances and

cevariances desired are simply the elements of the t-square

principal minor of the inverse of the matrix of the determi-

nant in the denominator. This inverse matrix may be evalu-

ated by elementary methods if t is small. Since |kiJ| ¤ O,

the usual Doolittle methods of matrix inversion can not
be used. Consequently, if t is large, it appears desirable
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to invert [käjj by a Doolittle method in order to obtain

the variances and covariances for i, j ¤ l,...,(t - 1).Sincet-l
(5•22) \/5(pg - Wg) “ äilw/E(Pi · Wi)»

the remaining variances and covariances associated with

N/H(pt - ng) are obtained from

(5.23) ogg ¤ täl tgloij and
i-l j=l
t-l '

Git' ZU-ij, i '].;•••;('b··].)•
j=l

Since (/H(pg - nt) is a linear combination of variates

having a multivariate normal distribution,q/E(pl - nl),...,

\/H(pt - nt) have, for large values of n, a singular multi-

variate normal distribution with zero means and dispersion

matrix [oij] given by (5.21). For large sample sizes then,

we may take pl,...,pg to be jointly normally distributed

with means wl,...,ng and dispersion matrix [oij/n]. As a
result, it is possible to consider, for large n, any linear

function E bipi to be normally distributed with mean 2 binii t t 1
and variance iäl Jälbibjdij/n. Orthogonal linear compari-

sons may then be made as in the analysis of variance.
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In actual practice, it will usually be necessary to
estimate variances and covariances. Because of the con-
sistency of maximum—like1ihood estimators, it is possible
to define estimators”Äij of kij as the same functions of
pl,...,pt that the hij are of n1,...,n£ in (5.13). Then
a consistent estimator‘8ij of cij may be obtained by de-
fining the sample dispersion matrix [Gij] to be the same
function of the/Äij as [¤ij]:is of kij in (5.21).

Under the null hypothesis that all parameters are
equal, we find

7 (5.2u) xij · -t2(t — 2)/3,- 1/3,1,5-1,...,u;
and

(5.25) xi, - t2(t - 1)(¤ - 2)/3, 1·1,...,u.
The matrix inversion indicated in (5.21) may now be per-
formed algebraically and the result is

(5.26)and
(5-27) 651 ' €ä%§—E—%% , i¤l,...,t.

5.3 Distribution of the Estimator for Case (ii)
”

The distribution problem for Case (ii) is similar

to that of Section 5.2. The only difference is that, under
Case (ii), there is only one independent parameter to
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estimate. In this case, the alternate hypothesis is ni = n

for i = l,...,s, and ni ¤ 9 for i = s + 1,...,t, where

sn + (t — s)6 · l. The probability for a given set of

rankings for a complete repetition may be written as

(5.28) _ _6-[(§)+(°f)]2- ßx-8>(§)+S(°f‘)] xa Qxa
NL") B

2[11 (11+6)+0211] 2 [n‘·’9+62(n+9)] 2
where

x =·-§ 2'(2 r )2(8)
and

X = 33 2'(3··r )-3(t'S)•b 1—s+1 gch i'3h 3
Now it may be shown that\/n(p · n), where p is the estimator

of n, ia normally distributed with mean zero and variance
cz, where

The details of the proof will be omitted, but we shall in-

dicate the results that are obtained in calculating this

variance.
Proceeding as in Section 5.2, we find

(5.30) a.1;¤.£...¤$2- ä2%.....-E§.a- .:2%.. „
Ö1? n (t—s)9 n (t-s)6

and it follows that
5ln fz Var(Xa) sz Var(Xb) 2s Cov(Xa,Xb)

E""""""""""' """""""'5"""'+"ann (1;-6) 6 (t-s)¤e
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Substituting appropriate expressions for the variances and

covariance in (5.31) and simplifying the result, we obtain

(6.22)

E öln f 2 _ s(t-s)(t-2)_n36+gn2S2+n63 l + s ]2_
an 2 n +nO+6 n (t-s)9

For any given value of n, the variance of—/H(p - n) can be

found as the reciprocal of (5.32). Under the null hy-

pothesis that n - l/t, we obtain
3(t — S)

P ·n( •• ¤ ·—F-•--•---—••·· •( 8)*/-P ts(t-·2)“

5.h Large-Sample Distribution of T ¤ -2 ln kl, Case (i)

In Section 3.b we indicated that, under the nullhy-

pothesis of Case (i), T ¤ -2 ln kl is asymptotically die-

tributed as chi-square with (t-l) degrees of freedom.

We shall now verify this while investigating the power of

the test procedure based on T. Relative efficiencies of

the triple comparisens test will then be obtained in com-

parison with other test procedures in the following chapter.

In order to begin this development, we first consider the

expansion of T in terms of pewers ef (pi - l/t), i¤1,...,t.
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5.u.l Series Expansion of T ‘

To obtain the required series expansion of T, we re-
write T as

(5.3h) T · 2n(t) ln 6 + 2Za ln p — 2n E ln Ü3 1 1 1 i<j<h ijh'
where pi is the estimator of 1,

§ Z'(3 r )a · - ,

and
A
Dijh · p§(pj + ph) + pgfpi + ph) + p§(pi + pj).

Let
(5.35) Yi ” t(Pi ° 1/t): 1 “ 1•••••t•

Then

and
(5.36) T ¤ 2n(§) ln 6 + Zäai[ln(l+Yi) — ln tl

— 2n E [ln(l+uijh) + ln 6 - 3 ln t],
1<j<h

where
(5.37)
u - lK6<v +y +y )+u<y v-+v v +y v )+2(v“+v“+v2>ijh E 1 j h 1 J 1 h ij h 1 j h
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By use of the result that

(5.38)itis easily seen that
(5.39) T = 2Za ln(l+y ) - 2n E 1n(1+u ),1 1 1 1<5<n 111*

By rearranging (3.9) we obtain
, • 2 2 2 ·l

aiItfollows then from (5.35) and (5.37) that
¤(l+y )

(5.bl) wijh '= 6 + l»(Yi+Yj+Yh)+2(YiYj+YiYh)+Y§+Y§•

Now T may be written
_ I1 • -1

“‘Fromthe definition of yi, it is obvious that
zy · O and 2 E Y Y ' •2Y2•1 1 1<;1 1 1 1 1

By making use of these relations and the identity
(1 + x)'1

- 1 — X + X2/(1 + X), as well as the usual Taylor
expansions for the logarithmic functions, we obtain

(5.l+2) T = BE-1-P-3-'-Z-gl äyf + R(Y),
where R(y) involves powers of the variates higher than the
second.
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We next consider the function R(y) which may be
written as follows:

—(t-2)(u-3) 35, R ¤ E- E ...........................( 1+3) (11) 3 iä 2 vi
1 3+}+1+ 311 Y1:-1 1;-2-1;-2 1:- J--1-1-—-——--1+[3( )( ) ( )( 3)Yi 2

2 3 3 1+ 1Y -11 Y +1*+[yi+ -.1-.-1 + „„..„.é„·„„......FÄ—.........][(U—2)(X'yg .. 2112)2 s11+eiyi>3 1 1 1

· W1 11“2 11-2 [wijh - 6]+,ijh+j<11 1 + uijh
3- 11, E ys13F11¤ 1 ya FF1111 1 ya ÖF1111

3 i<j<h 1 6}+13 J äyj3 11 ayh3

31 11:1 1111111 1 11*11 éä;111 + Byziyh $-3-;%-11j Yi Yj F YjÖYi Yi yh

3 83 36 F1 11 F1 11 2 <3 F1 11Yi
6311·

1whereO<Qi<l,Fäjh- ln(l+·uijh), and the derivatives of Fijh
are evaluated at some point (äijhyi, Qijhyj, Qijhyh) for
0<GijH<l. We note that each of the derivatives involved
is a rational function of yi, yj, and yh.
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Now we make the assumption, which we shall examine
in the next subsection, that ~/E yi (i¤l,...,t) have a

joint limiting distribution. Assuming this result, we can

easily see that
Y1)cn“&, for any & > 0 and positive in-

teger c, converges in probability to zero. The function
R(y) of (5.b3) is a rational function of terms of the
form (~/E yi)cn°& in which c is a positive integer and
121/2. We may conclude then from Slutsky's Theorem (Cramer,
l9L6, p. 255) that, if the \/E yi (i¤l,...,t) have a limit-
ing distribution, R(y) cenverges stochastically to zero.
It follows now from a convergence theorem of Cramer
(l9h6, p. 25h) that T has the same limiting distribution
ag E ya.3 1 1
5.h.2 Limiting Distribution of y/H yi

In order to determine the joint limiting distribution
of~/E yi (i¤l,...,t), we make use of the following relation:

(5.hh)

6 J.+"

(l"'Yi)Jil;Wijh(l*uijh)-l•
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From this we obtain

(5.1+5) -E-=·-]=(l+y)E°w (1-u +-31-ij-IL)
n 6 i j<h ijh ijh 1+uijh

If we again make use of the relation Zyi ¤ O to obtain‘ 1
j )a1 _ 1;-1 tft — 2(5.1+6) -;-1- ( 2 ) + ——-E-——-Yi + R2fY)»
where

(5.1+7)2

"’1,1h“1311 _

Rearranging f5.L6) and multiplying through by«/H, we find

a -
tft-2) “ tft-2)

In Equation (5.h8), we again have./E yi occurring
with a remainder that converges stochastically to zero pro-

vided~/H yi (1¤l,...,t) have a limiting distribution. The

problem of proving that~/E yi (1-1,...,t) have a limiting

distribution appears to be very complex and has not been

solved in its entirety. Some aspects of this problem will
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be discussed in Appendix B. We shall find the form of the

limiting distribution of the‘/H yi here by noting that, if
y/E yi have a limiting distributionßßhény/Ä R2(y) converges
stochastically to zero, and the limiting distribution of

\/H yi (i¤l,...,t) is the same as that of
BV; ai
_-‘-—-·-• I--

- Ü
·

l}•••)t) •

t(t-2) n

We shall determine this distribution by finding the limiting

characteristic function in the following paragraphs.
In order to obtain the joint limiting distribution of

\[E yi (i-l,...,t), we first consider the joint distribution

of zi (i=l,...,t), where

a t_1
t_

n 2

In (5.8) we defined Xikgjh - 3 — rikzjh . In terms of these
variables, we can write

(5 50) 1 H )

iNowthe characteristic function of zl,...,zt may be written

as
(5.51) ¢n(1·) =• E[exp(}/:1§,zi·ri)]

nj E "8XP()E; Z•[xik=,jh}_].'-ii,Vn k•l i j<h °
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From the independence of the xikzjh for the different re-
‘ petitions (k = l,...,n), we have

(5.52) (·r) ·= E (V-17' 2 2’pi 1] '
wherexigjh is representative of the set of random variables

xäkqh (k = l,...,n). Expanding the exponential function,

we obtain
(5-53) ('T) = Eé - E 2° (x -;· l)'T

_ _l • _ 2 l • ]n
2n (i jih Eeitjhihi) + I1372 R1}

It is now necessary to redefine the parameters under

the alternative hypothesis of Case (i) so that

where ein represents a sequence of constants converging to

Si as n —€>oo. This refefinition of parameters permits us

to find the limiting distribution of T and the power of the

test procedure for alternatives in the locality of the

parameter point determined by the null hypothesis. This

is the technique that is commonly used in investigations

of the limiting power functions of test procedures. The

results obtained in this way are useful as approximations

to the power functions of the tests involved. They are also
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useful in obtaining the local asymptotic relative efficiency

of two different tests. 1

In taking the expectations indicated in (5.53). let

us first consider
16.661 E 2*(x 1 1) · 2* (r 7 1) — P(r 7 3)

jd} 1.311 ßhlp 1.311 1.311]

- z• 2 - = = ¤·1 .
Substitution of l/t + Bin/VH for wi results in

u 28 -8 -8 RE 2•(xi1jhl)
- 2 + ...2 ,

3<11 ° 341 3)/E Y'5

where lim\/E R2 ¤ M2 • Since Zni = l, it is clear from the
I1—§}Cß 1

definition of Bin that Eöin ¤ O. It follows that
1

2°(28in-8Jn-öhn) ¤ (1:.-l)(t-2)8i„ - (1:.-2)2°8jn
J<h J

— (t—l)(t-2)ÖüyKt—2)Öi¤ ,
and 2 'c(6.671E 2 (xi,jh1) -·· ........;*2 + -2- .J<¤ ’ 2/E VF

A similar but somewhat more tedious procedure pro-

duces the result that °
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_ _ 2(6.68) EI:z13¢h ' 1 3

1%: 3 3
where lim \/E Rg ¤ M3 . As a result of these computations,

I1·€>CD 1
we may write

-1(6,69) ()„(·r) - [1 +)é-:11:-1-Yt2(t-2)v1ö1¤
_ 1 z(t-1)(t-2)'r1 _ 2(t-2)·r’1·r1· 1 11

I:

where R
—€>0 as n —€>¤¤• Letting n —é>o0, we obtain, from

(669),

(t-1) (t-2) u-2)
1 1 3 1/5

where we have used lim ¢¤67) - Q(¢)„
n -§>o¤

We note now that ¢ is the moment generating function

of a multivariate normal distribution with means t2(t-2)ö1/3
(i-1,,,.,t), and with variances and covariances equal to
(t-1)(t-2)/3 and -(t-2)/3 respectively, According to
Cramér (l9u6, p. 102), this ia sufficient to conclude that
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Zl’·••,zt have a joint limiting multivariate normal dis-
tribution with the means, variances, and covariances given

above. It follows that
a _ 3%"" ' °°'°°°j';°_°° (1-·1)•••;-U)

t(t-2)
“

t(t-2)

have a joint limiting multivariate normal distribution with

means töi (i•l,„•.,t), and with variances and covariances

equal to 3(t-1)/t2(t-2) and -3/t2(t-2) respectively•

5•h.3 Limiting Distribution of T under H

We now use the results of Subsection 5•h•2 to deter-
mine the limiting distribution of T which, as was shown,

must be the same as that of Eäiizäl äyä . Let

It follows that T has the same limiting distribution as Zug,
i

As functions of\/H Yl,•••;-/E yt, it is easy to see that
ul,.•„,ut have a joint limiting distribution that is multi-

variate normal with

(5.62) E(ui) -„/tlt-§)73 E(»/E vi)

'
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=* yi)

· ¤ (t-1)/t ,
and

(5.6h) Cov(ui,uj) • -1/t ,

Now we let
Z, ¤ Gu]

'
where Z' and u' are column vectors with components 21,...,21;

and ul,„.,ut while G is the Helmert matrix

O O OV? V'?

¤ ·• Q\fi'('1'-FIT (/lTFT)' (/I(I+I)

CO! *1;**OOI\/E\/'€ (/E \/E

From this transformation, we obtain Zt - O. Consequently,

t-1
T has the same limiting distribution as izlzä , Since

Zi-··¤••¤¤~•¤•••¤••••¤•

_
)•••j t" j1 i 1 (1 1 [ 1])

(/'£T1'·?I')' 5·1 j \/I'('I7I')'
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we find _

Var(Zi) = l (i=l,..., t-1 )

and

We also know that
dt-l

t 3 _ t
E [E(Ziü2 = E \-_E(ui)]2 ·-E'-éi-2-)- E S? .

i=l i=l i-l

This is sufficient to conclude that, under the alternate
_1 _é E-l

hypothesis that n - t + n B , 2 Z2, and hence T,i in i„l i

has a limiting non—central chi—square distribution with

(t—l) degrees of freedom and parameter of non—centrality

;„..The
power of the triple comparisons test based on T

is asymptotically given by
an

(5.66) B(?~.)a,(t-l),¤¤) - SMT) dT ,
'¤ä,u;-1>

where yä’(t_l) is the a·level significance value of a central
chi·square distribution with (t-1) degrees of freedom and

(5 67)‘
2 t·l h_O ]1§(t-l)+h]22hh!
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ln (5.66), we have followed Bradley (1955, p. L59) in his

modification of the notation B(k a,vi,vé) as used by E. S.

Pearson and H. 0. Hartley (1951). In this paper, Pearson

and Hartley provided charts for the non-central F distri-

bution for given degrees of freedom and a • 0.01 and 0.05.

They plotted B against 0 where 0 -\/R7? . Tables which may

be used to evaluate (5.66) have been provided by P. C. Tang
(1938) and E. Fix (l9b9).

An approximation to the power of the triple compari-

sons test for large n·may be obtained by assuming the non-

central chi-square distribution and setting

ä-4- ' Wi • • 3

x/E
Then

(6.68) >.3
i

In Section 3.L, we indicated that under the null
A hypothesis T is distributed approximately with a central chi-

square distribution for large n. This follows directly

from the proceding discussion since ni - 1/t and Bin-Si-0
(1-1,...,t) under HO. As a result, L - 0 and the limiting

“

distribution of T is that of the central chi·square dis-

tribution with (t - 1) degrees of freedom.
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VI, COMPARISONS OF POWERS OF TESTS

6,1 Com arison of the Test for Tri le Com arisons with
the Test for Fgired Compgrisons

The investigation of the power of a statistical test

is very useful as a means of assessing the merits of the

test in contrast to alternative procedures, An important

alternative of the method of triple comparisons is the

Bradley-Terry method of paired comparisons, We shall first

compare these two methods for alternative hypothesis (1),

Then the triple comparisons test based on T will be com-

pared with two other possible tests,

The developments in Chapter V have paralleled

similar results that were obtained by Bradley (1955) in

his investigation of the power of the test for paired com-

parisons, He found that the test statistic for paired

comparisons, which corresponds to the statistic T for triple

comparisons, has a limiting non-central chi-square distri-

bution with (t — 1) degrees of freedom, The parameter of

a non-centrality for the paired comparisons test is given by

the equation
(6.1) ag ·· ußäzöpß/1, ,

’ where the Case (1) alternative hypothesis is

(6,2) ni ¤ l/t with lim 8gu, ¤ 8;),
nl->¤>
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To compare the power of the triple comparisons test

with the power of the paired comparisons test, we need an

association of the 8; of paired comparisons with the Si of

(5.5u) for triple comparisons. In order to obtain the

association needed, we note that for paired comparisons

P(I°i<I°J) "
•

Substituting from (6.2) for the parameters in (6.3). we find
6* - 6*_ l g_ gn' jn*(6.l+) 1+ ( VF; ) + R1 ,

where R1 involves terms in (n°)°é mA2_2, and n' is the

number of complete repetitions in the paired comparisons

experiment.
From the probability model for triple comparisons,

we obtain
(6.5) P(ri<rJ) = P(ri<rJ<rh)+P(ri<rh<rJ)+P(rH<ri<rj)

Under the alternative hypothesis considered in the dis-

cussion of the power of the triple comparisons test,

where n is the number of complete repetitions in the triple

comparisons experiment, and lim Bin - Bi. Substitutionn·€m¤
for ni in (6.5) results in
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where R2 involves terms in [n“%]m , m g·2,

The alternative hypotheses indicated by (6,2) and

(6,6) provide essentially equal probabilities for (6,L)

and (6,7) when • •

(6,8) -;·() -·ä·()(1ß5;1,5-1,...,:).

The n and n* of (6,8) have been defined as the number of

complete repetitlons respectively in triple and paired com-

parisons experiments, Since power comparisons of tests

should be made in terms of comparable numbers of repli-

cations, we define nz and na to be the number of repli-
cations respectively in a paired comparisons and triple

comparisons experiment, It follows that
(6,9) nz • n*(t — 1) and

n3 • n(t - 1)(t - 2)/2 ,

Using the relations in (6,9) to substitute for n' and n

in (6,8), we obtain

(6,10) "..............-1-W'’%·’ (1,1,...t;i/J),W5? WIE
For (6,10) to hold for all i and j, we must have

(6,11)
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As a result,
(

a (t-2)Z Si Z(ö°in,)2

9R3 SR2

We are interested in the relative efficiency of the

two test as given by the limit of the ratio ng/ng as the

number of replications increases while the powers of the

two tests remain equal, To find this ratio, we let hg

represent the parameter of non-centrality for triple com-

parisons; that is,

3_2(6,13)hg -· $-1-E--1 z S? .3 1 1

If we now set hé = hg, thus requiring that the two tests

have equal powers, we find

3 3(6,1L,) $1;- Z(ö;)2 ·= $‘—-Lg-'¢·?-( 2 öä , or
i i

gg gem')? _ ng(t-2) E g§_
LF 1 112 3 I). ng

It follows that
2

(6,15) -- • ·-—-··-· ··········;···§······ 1

From (6,12) and the requirement for equal alternatives, we

now get
(6,16) lim ng/ng =¤ [Mt-2)/3] {9/8(t.-23 ·= 3/2 ,
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Equation (6.16) gives the relative efficiency of

triple comparisons to paired comparisons as 3 to 2 or 1507Ä

This indicates that lf times as many replications are re-

quired for the method of paired comparisons as for the

method of triple cemparisons for tests of equal powers.

In terms of complete repetitions this means that 3(t-2)

complete repetitions of a paired comparisons experiment

are required to provide a test with power equal to that

of a test based on four complete repetitions of a triple

comparisons experiment.

6.2 Efficienc of the Tri le Gem arisons Test Relative
to Änalys¥s oT Variance

Since the analysis of variance is used extensively,

it is of interest to compare the triple comparisons test

based on T with analysis of variance. In order to make

this comparison, let n" be the number of replications of

a randomized block design while nz and n3 represent

the number of replications for paired and triple comparisons

experiments respectively. Furthermore, let öäny , corre-

sponding tc for paired comparisons, be a sequence of

constants associated with the analysis of variance such

that lim öädz ¤ 8;. For treatment differences in a

paireä czgparisons test and an analysis of variance test to
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be comparable with the ratio n" /n* fixed, Bradley (1955)

showed that
2(6.18) lim 1 .

n*,x!'- oo i 1;* i n'

He also showed that the parameter of non-centrality, R; ,

for the analysis of variance test can be written as

(6.19) 1.; - Ä m;“(t
- 1)2(ö;)2 .

4 i a

According to 0. Kempthorne (1952, p. 533), the parameter

of non-centrality,
k”,

for incomplete block designs may

be obtained from (6.19) by multiplying by the efficiency

factor, (k-1)t/k(t-1), to adjust for the efficiency of in-

complete block designs relative to randomized block deaigns•

The symbol k in the efficiency factor represents the block

size and t represents the number of treatments. It followa

that for blocks of size three

(6.20) x" -
gg- z(ö§)2 .

To obtain the relative efficiency of triple com-

parisons with respect to the analysis of variance, we must

find the limit of the ratio n“/n3 as the number of repli-

cations increases while the powers of the two team remain
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equal. We do this by setting k" ¤ Ä3 and solving for

3n*/n3. We get or ‘

(6.21)
g“H3

(nt /6)2(ög)2/¤”

. g an 2_ zgaz; 28;/mi) _
n, H3 II"

From (6.18) and the requirement of equal alternatives, we

may rewrite this as follows: • 2« 2(t-2) 2ö° 2(ö )
(6_22) 2.,- -—-—-- ..1///...i.. ,

U3 w
“3 u2

Now, if we make use of (6.12), we find the limiting ratio

n" 2(t-2) 9
P """"""""""'

ng n 2 8(t—2)

o „ jllm ° 9
The asymptctic relative efficiency of triple ccm-

parisons tc the analysis of variance is 9 to an or 71.6%.

The comparison was made though when the analysis of variance

would be the appropriate method. The triple comparisons

test was fcrmulated largely for subjective tests as an ex-

tension of paired comparisons and may be useful in many

cases where the analysis of variance is not applicable.
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6.3 Tgääle Comparisons Gompared with a Multi-Multinomial

The triple comparisons analogue of the multi—bi—

nomial test (Bradley, 1955, P• A60) for the rank analysis

of designs having a block size of two is a multi-multi-
(

nomial test for use with blocks of size three• This latter

test is suggested by the most general model available for

triple comperisons, which was discussed early in Chapter IV•

Following the notation introduced there, we have
(6,2A) nijh ¤ probability that treatments i, J, and

h rank l, 2, and 3 respectively in a

given block,

7 fijh - number of times treatments i, J, and
h rank l, 2, 3 respectively in n com-

plete repetitions•

Under the hypothesis of no treatment differences

nijh ¤ l/6 and the expected value of fijh is n/6. The test

involving treatments i, J, and h that is usually made is

based on the following statistic:

(6,25) gijh
,

j?iJh°u/6,z + (£igJ°n/6)2 * (fhji·¤/6)2’

n/6

+ (fl I
I-n/6)2 + (flih-n/6)2 + (fjhyn/6)2

n/6
‘ 6¤E”(Pijh ·

1/6)2 •
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when Zn indicates that the summation is over the six permu-

tatiens of i, j, and h; and

(6.26) pijh - fijh/n .

For large n, the appropriate test is that of chi—square with

5 degrees of freedom.

A test statistic for n complete repetitions may be

obtained by regarding the repetitions as t(t—l)(t-2)/6

unrelated multinomial tests, each based on n trials. The

usual statistic for n complete repetitions is

(6.27) s - ,

which has a limiting chi-square distribution with

5t(t-l)(t-2)/6 degrees of freedom.
In order to compare this test with that developed

for triple comparisons, it is necessary to assume that the

latter is applicable; that is,

' •

The alternative hypothesis for the test based on T was

stated ni • l/t + 8iuA/E and the hypothesis analogous to
that for the statistic S is

(6.29) where¤l§:>uiJhn-uijh.

Since (6.28) is assumed appropriate, we may replace ni

with l/t + Biuß/K and find
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t(öim - Shu)
(6.30) n ¤ l/6 + ——-————————— + R

W5
’

where R involves terms in (n'%)m with mpg 2. It follows

that, for large values of n, we may identify uijhn with „

t(8i¤ - Shu)/6 or
(6.31) uijh - t(Bi - öh)/6

This relation of parameters will permit a ccmparison of the

powers of the tests based on S and T.

Let yijh ·· \/65 (pijh ·- l/6). By arguments similar

to those in Chapter V, under the hypothesis of (6.29),

Ewijhl ·\/6 uijh ·= Nö; ·-

C9Vwherea, B, and 7 are values of i, j, and h so that

yijh f yaBY. For large n, the y*s have a singular multi-

9 variate normal distribution.
R We now define ul = yijh, u2 = yihj, ug = yhji,

uk - yhij, u5 - yjih, and ué = yjhi. With this notation,
the transformation z' ·-Cu', where {" is a Helmert matrix,

results in z1,...,z5 being asymptotically normally and inde-

pendently distributed. We obtain
9

i
zi ¤ [_i(i+lÜ °é J2]-uj - i)_i(i+lü "'é uhl for i-1,...,5;

6
z -

6°£ E u ¤ O; and Var(z ) = l (i=l,...,5).6 i•l i. i
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5
It follows that S = Z 22 has a limiting chi—squareijh i_l i
distribution with five degrees of freedom and parameter of

non—centrality
5 2 2(6•32) kijh '* iäl (,E(¤i)] * Z”(_E(yijh)]

¤ 2• t2 E (Bi-Bh) /6

, ggf 2 2 2
3 (öi+8J+öh) - (öi8J+8i8h+8J8h) . 2

From the independence of the Sijh and the additive nature
of chi—square it followsthat for the n complete repeti-

tions
S • Z Sijh

has a limiting chi-square distribution with 5t(t-l)(t-2)/6

degrees of freedom and parameter of non-centrality
2 2 2t2 t—l u-2 t—2 2

2 23 ZB1
The parameter of non·centrality in (6.33) is the same

as that found for the regular triple comparisons method
based on T. Differences in power will be a result of the
differences in the degrees of freedom for the two tests.

In order to compare the test procedure based on S

with the triple oomparisons method based on T, the relative
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efficiency may be ebtained in terms of the efficacies of

the teste according to the method ef E. J. G. Pitman and

G. Noether (1955). For a given statistic Tn, based on a

sample of size n, Noether defines
(6.3l.) E(T„) - )‘§1(9.’l’„)

3 2

I

(6.35) Var(Tn) ¤H(9,'1'H).

The efficacy of the test of Ho:9 = Sc against the alterna-

tive H20 Go is
m mle -*6-

(6.36) Rn (@0.%) ·· W,),m)(9„„T„)/¤„(9Q.T„)]

J where Su ¤ 6o+k/nö, and m is the order of the first non-

zero derivative of Vg(8,T¤) evaluated at 0 - 60.

For n complete repetitions, let Tu and Su represent

respectively the T and S statistics previously discussed ·

for triple comparisons and the multi-multinomial test. If

we define
·(6.37)Su äöm/¤

then Tu and Sn have asymptotically non-central chi-square

distributions with the same parameter of non-centrality

3Ä „ lim £¤1>..($:.?.). gn,
I1·P0O 3
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The degrees of freedom for tests based on T and S are (t-l)

and 5t(t-l)(t-2)/6 respectively.
According to Noether, we may use

V%(Q,Tn) · (t—l)+nt3(t·2)Q/3,

vh(e,sn) · 5t(t—l)(t—2)/6+nt3(t—2)Q/3,

and

¤j(0,sn) = 5¤(u-1)(t-2)/2.

Differentiating V; with respect to Q, we find, since GO = O
(6.38) V;(0,Tn) ¤ nt3(t-2)/3 ¤ V;(0,S¤).

This indicates that m = 1 and, from the definition of Qn,

Ö = l. It follows that

Rn(0,T¤) = nt3(t-2)/3~¢2(t-I5, and

The relative efficiency of S to T is

R (o s )(6.29) um ..£L...L.£L. „ \/......é..... .
n—>¤¤ Rn(O•Tn) 5t(t-2)

For t ¤ 3, the relative efficiency of S to T is

approximately 63%. As t gets larger the relative efficiency
of S to T obviously gets smaller. On the basis of this
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power comparison, it is apparent that, when it is appli-
cable, the method of triple comparieons is more efficient
than the multi—multinomial test.
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VII. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

7.1 Estimation and Test of Significance Illustrated

Since these test procedures for triple comparisons

have not been used much in experiments, we do not have

sufficient data from experiments to illustrate properly

all of the techniques discussed. Some procedures will of

necessity be illustrated by using hypothetical data, while

others will be illustrated by using data from a consumer

acceptance study of food variante.

We shall first consider a hypothetical experiment

involving four treatments and 40 complete repetitione in

which it is desired to test the null hypothesis
(7.1) uozni · 1/a (1=1,2,3,u)

against the alternative hypothesis

Hléno ni is assumed equal to wi (i/J; i,j•l,2,3,h).

The experimental results are given below in Table 6 in

which fijh indicates the number of times the ranks of
treatments i, j, and h were respectively 1, 2, and 3 when

these three treatments were compared. The numbers in

parentheses are the corresponding estimates of expected

frequencies.
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TABLE 6. Frequency (Expected Frequency) of Rankings in an

Experiment with t ¤ A, n = AO.

fl23¤10 (9) (11) (ll) (9)
fl32¤ 8 (8) flaze 8 (8) 8 (8) fzhß-6 (7)
f2l3=8 (7) fzllj-8 (9) 13,+1-8 (A) (6)
8231*8 (8) 8‘2a“8 9) *°;n“8 (8* 832),*8 (8*
f3l2' A (6) A (A) A (5) (5)
f32l* A (5) fhzlg 2 (3) 2 (A) (5)

Since ai is equal to twice the number of times treat-

ment 1 ranks first plus the number of times treatment i

ranks second in the experiment, we find from Table 6 that
(7.2), al—¤ 1A8, az - 126, a3 ¤ 116, and ab = 90.

For first approximations of the pi, we substitute t ¤ A and

n ¤ AO into (3.19) to obtain (

(7.3) (7ai-900)p§ + (ai-80)pi + ai ¤ O,

Substituting the values of ai as given in (7.2) and solving,

we obtain (after adjusting so that äpi ¤ 1) first approxi—

mations of
(7.A) pl = .33, p2 = .27, P3 = .2A, and ph = .16.
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A second set of approximations is obtained by using these
first approximations in the right member of

B ZP (P +P )*P%*P2 ‘l
. ......1........1....i l}•••jL}·)·

1 j< Dijh‘ where 8
ADijh · P§(Pj+Ph) + P§(Pi+Ph) + P§(Pi+pJ).

„ A This iterative procedure may be repeated until the desired
precision is reached. Table 7 gives some indication of the

speed of convergence of the estimators. The column under T

shows how the value of the test statistic changes with

changes in the estimators pi. We shall use the values of

the estimators correct to three decimal places es given in

the fourth approximation.

TABLE 7. Successive Approximations of pi and
Corresponding Values of T .

Approximation pl P2 p3 ph T

First
8

.33 .27 .2h .16 1A.5A
Second .32 ,26 .23 .18 16.b7
Third .323 .259 .235 .183 16.61

Fourth .322 .259 .236 .183 16.70

Fifth .3216 .259h .2358 .1832 16.71
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The values of T in Table 7 were computed by sub-

stituting the ai given in (7.2) and the pi in the table

into formula (3.22) to find -2 ln L1. For a test of sig-

nificance, we compare the computed T-value (16.70) with

chi-square tables with three degrees of freedom. The re-

sult here indicates that the null hypothesis of equality

of parameters should be rejected.

7.2 Goodness—of-Fit Test

We now use the data from the preceding section to

illustrate the two methods of computing the statistic for

the goodness-of-fit test. First we use the relation, from

(A09)!

-2 ln -2 2 2,f nf- -¤ ln um 2 ln/15 -2 ln p.]LI
)i<j<h

Uhl ljh ® i<j<h Uh ii 1 ,

where En indicates the sum over the six permutations of i,

j, and h. Substituting the observed frequencies from

Table 6 and the values of the estimators pi from line four

of Table 7 into this equation, we find

-2

lnTheapproximation of -2 ln ÄI in terms of frequencies

requires the calculation of expected frquencies, fäjh, for

the given model. They are obtained from
¤ .. ··¤ .. 2 ^

fijh n pijh n pipj/DiJh°
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These values have been computed for the data given in

Section (7.1) and have been inserted in parentheses beside

the observed frequencies in Table 6. Substituting the ob-

served and expected frequencies from Table 6 into (h.2l),

that is,

-2 ln

LIweobtain

(7.7) -2 ln LI - 6.00
This result egrees very well with (7.6). 7

After computing -2 ln LI, the goodness-of-fit test

is completed by comparing the test statistic with chi-

square tables with éäiääéliäägl - (t-1) degrees of freedom.

Large values of the statistic -2 ln LI imply that the model

does not fit the data. For the data that we have used with

t -
A, we have 17 degrees of freedom and the value of the

test statistic is 7.9h, which indicates a very good fit of

the model to the data in Table 6.

7.3 Estimation of Variances and Covarignces

In order to illustrate the estimation of variances

and covariances of estimators, we continue to use the data

of Section (7.1) to obtain the variances and covariances of

From
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Table 7, we obtain the estimates pl ¤ ,322, p2 = ,259,
p} = .236. and Ph = .183. These values of pi(i¤1,2,3,h)
are substituted for Wi in (5.13) to obtain.äij(i,j=l,2,3,u),
From this computation, we obtain(C 17.93 -7.80 -8.bh -9.69

A -7.80 29.01 -10.9b -13.27(7.8) [7.,,]- .
-8.hh -10.9h 36.12 -15.98
-9.69 -13.27 -15.98 56.82

It follows from (5.6) that

9h.l3 71.98 7h.05
(7.9) [$11,]- 71.98 112.37 75.13 .

( _7h.05 75.13 12b.90
Inverting ?.° , we obtainij .

.025627 -.0l0h67 -.008898
A, ·l(7.10) [kij] · -.O10h67 .019161 -.005322 .

-.008898 -.005322 .0l6L82
If we now substitute values from (7.10) into (5.23) to find

WS get)

.025627 -.0l0h67 -.008898 -.006262
A -.0l0h67 .019161 -.005322 -.003372(7.11) [Gij] = .

-.008898 -.005322 .0l6L82 -.002262
-.006262 -.003372 -.002262 .011896
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7.h A Consumer Acceptance Study of Food Variants
As a final numerical example, we shall consider the

results ef an experiment (conducted by a firm which we are

not at liberty to identify) concerning the relative merits
of three kinds of orange juice. The objective of the ex-
periment was to determine which of the three juices was
most likely to be preferred by consumers. In an effort to
determine this, the experiment was divided into two groups
of 150 complete repetitions each. Since there were only
three treatments, a complete repetition consisted of one
ranking of the three juices. The results of these 300
repetitions are given below in Table 8 in which fijh refers
to the ranking 1, 2, and 3 for juices i, j, and h respec-
tively.

TABLE 8. Orange Juice Rankings
—

Group One Group Two Total
fl23 62 88 150 7
fl32 17 21 38
f2l3 29 17 A6

f312 6 2 8
f23l 15 7 22
f32l 8 2 10

Not ranked 13 13 26
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The “not ranked” frequencies in Table 8 include two
failures to express any preference and 2h rankings in
which no preferences were expressed between two of the
juices. In the analysis of the data, we shall igncre these
frequencies and consider nl · 137, nz · 137, and n ¤ 27h

with t · 3. Some of the results are summarized in Table 9
in terms of the notation of Section 3.5 for the grouped
data.

TABLE 9. Results for Orange Juice Rankings

Group One Group Two Total

all•l93 pll·.h8h al2•237 pl2=•69l al=h30 pl=.572
a21¤l58 pzl-.360 a22-138 p22•.233 a2·296 p2=.3O7
aßl- 6O p3l-.156 a32¤ 36 p32-.076 a3¤ 96 p3=.l21

A A A

-2 ln xl1¤7b.38 -2 ln k12•176.07 -2 ln kl¤230.92

To test the hypothesis that there are no differences
in the juices, we use the combined analysis and calculate

the test statistic from (3.23)

(7.12) -2 ln xi - —2[ln xll + ln 112]

· 250.h5.
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Comparing this value with chi-square tables with g(t-1) ¤ L

degrees of freedom, we reject the hypothesis of no differ-

ences in the juices.
We now illustrate the computation involved in the

calculation of a coefficient of agreement to measure the

consistency of the ranking of the two groups. From (3.26),

we have

u=l i i<j<h

-2{§Zai ln pi - niéälhln 515};}

- 19.52.

If this value is compared with chi—square tables for two
(in general ) degrees of freedom, we see that the

hypothesis of consistency must be rejected.

The examples that have been given here should illus-

trate the techniques involved in the method of triple com-

parisons. The most tedious and time—consuming computations

involve the calculation of estimates of the treatment param-

eters. After this has been done, the remaining computations

are very easy to do.
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VIII. SUMMARY

A mathematical model for triple comparisons is
developed as an extension of the Bradley-Terry model for
paired comparisons. With the model that is proposed for
triple comparisons, either the item to be given the rank
of one or the item to be given the rank of three may be
selected first. After the assignment of either of these
extreme ranks, the comparison of the other two items in
the given block reverts to a paired comparison.

Methods of analysis of triple comparisons based
upon ranks and using the proposed model are developed. A
general class of tests of the null hypothesis that treatment

‘ ratings are equal is discussed and maximum-likelihood esti-
mators of treatment ratings are obtained. Test statistics
are derived as functions of the likelihood ratio. The null
hypothesis that treatment ratings are equal is tested
against two special alternatives. The alternative hypothe-

sis (i) makes no assumptions of equality of treatment

ratings and (ii) makes the assumption that there are only
two groups of treatment ratings and within group ratings do
not differ but the two groups themselves may differ. Large-

sample distributions of the statistics are discussed and
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approximate tests by means of the chi-square distribution

are recommended.
The procedures that are developed appear to be appli-

cable in most problems where qualitative measurements are

reliable. They should be useful in problems involving

subjective ranking by a panel of judges for the detection

of differences in items or treatments. A method of com-

bining the results of several judges is given which permits

an over-all test of significance without the usual assump-

tion that members of a panel agree upon the nature of the

differences to be detected, The consistency of judges, or

of panels of Judges, can be tested by means of a coefficient

of agreement.
A goodness-of-fit test of the appropriateness of the

model for triple comparisons is developed. By means of this

test, it is possible to determine if the data under con-

sideration conform to the assumptions of the model. By an

association with expected frequencies, the proposed test

is shown to be approximately equivalent to the usual chi-

square test of goodness of fit.
A

The asymptotic distribution of the estimators of the

treatment ratings is obtained. The variances and covari-

ances thus obtained provide some information concerning the

reliability of the estimators. It is shown that when the
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number of repetitions of the experiment is large, orthogonal
linear comparisons of the estimators can be made as in the
analysis of variance.

For the most general alternative hypothesie, the pro-
posed test statistic is shown to have a limiting non-central
chi-square distribution. It is found that in comparison
with the analysis of variance, the relative efficiency of
this method of triple comparisons is 72%. However, the
comparison is made when the analysis of variance would be

the appropriate method. The method of triple comparisons
can be used for subjective tests for which the analysis of

variance does not appear to be appropriate. When compared

with the method of paired comparisons, the relative effi-

ciency of the method of triple comparisons is 150%.
Many of the techniques propoeed for the analysis of

triple comparisons are illuetrated through numerical exam-

ples. Estimators of treatment ratings and the test statis-

tic for the general alternative are computed from a given
set of data. Estimated variances and covariances of the es-

timators of the example are also computed. The same data is

used to illustrate the test of the appropriateness of the

model. The results of a consumer acceptance study of food

variante are used to illustrate the combined analysis and

the test of consietency.
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APPENDIX A

A.l Derivation of the Maximum—Like1ihood Eguations

In order to find the maximum-likelihood equations,
we 1et

H1(Ä•l) F " ll'!L¤

K+ ga ln w -n ä §(Na)N 1n(w2[¤ +n ]+n2 n )„.1<¤> <¤> anl {,.12 ß <¤> ¢¤> <ß> (6) ca)¤1‘ß
U1 2 2 2*„<§<,“¤"6“1l“‘"<¤> ["<1>""'<¤>]”'<¤> ["<¤>”'<1>]*"1“"<¤>*‘16>]2

Ill

where L is the likelihood function of (3.11), K is a con-
stant, and n is a Lagrange multiplier. Differentiation of
F with respect to n(a) results in

2(1,2) Q2,., • Q,tal..Q"(¤)”(a) gf; ”(B)["(ß)+"(¤)]+"(a)n(ß)
3 2 + 2 + 2+ ug.; 2 ,

gg; "<¤>["<¤> <¤> "<2>"<¤>
m nz +2n [n +w ]+n2ma ,·;NßNY<

+{,2,}, "<¤>["<2>‘"<1{>]"un["<¤>’"’<1{>]‘”"<1{>["<«>‘”"<2>]
+11Na, (¤. ¤ 1,...,m).
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Setting the partial derivatives in (A.2) equal to zero,

multiplying through by n(a), and then summing over a, we

obtain
(A 3) N }]

• 8 -•!1„ (¤) „ a 2 2 21 1 “ 1 B"° "<6>1"<6>’ "<¤>1"’c¤>"<ß>
n [3nz +2n n +n2 ]+1;;°‘1 *1*1 "<¤>F"<¤>*"<¤z1*“<6>"<¤>

2 +¤2
1 Q Q N NBN ”<¤>1”<g>"2”g¤>1"g¤>’"<;>1 <;>1 N,1 B ¤ Y 2 „2 2°‘ Bj}, "<¤>1"m"'<¤>1* <¤>1"<¤>"‘<Y>1‘"<«>1'?¤>‘“<¤>1

Hl

The first two sums within the braces combine easily into

(AJ-+)
2 2 2 2

Qa=l B·l 3 +„2 N„2
ee ”<¤> <¤>"<¤>’ <¤>"<6>

H1 U1

· 3 22a-l
B=lB2‘¤¤

The last sum within the braces simplifiee, by combining terms

of like denominators, into the quantity 3 2 N NBN .
¤<ß<Y °1 Y

From (3•12), we find
‘
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IH III Sa
·

H IHN
(A.5) 2a( )¤ 2 Z E 2(3-rik_ h)-3n E (Ba)a¤1 a a-l i¤sa+l1 j<h k¤l °j a=l

1; "‘N
·3¤()·-3¤Z(<z)•

Into (A.3) we now substitute the appropriate values for the

summations involving the n*s to obtain, since ENan(a)- 1,

. n • [ q + + +,1e ,(A6) 03 a_l 3 afß a 2 a B Ya B vl

In order to evaluate the expression within the braces, con-

sider the identity _ e N(A.?) (1+X)°=)“((1+X)"•
a=l

The coefficient of X3 in the left member of (A.7) must be

equal to the coefficient of X3 in the right member. Hence

mm m N(A.8) (°)·- 2(¤)+ 2N(B)+ 2 NNN.3 ¤··l3
¤}‘ßa2 ¤<B<v°BY

It follows that u - O, and the likelihood equations may be

written as in (3.13) where the n(a) are replaced by p(a)

representing the maximum-likelihood estimators satisfying

those equations.
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APPENDIX B

B.l Limiting Distribution of’VH‘yi (1
-

l,••„,t)

In order to examine more fully the assumption made in

Subsection 5„h.2 thaty/H yi (i · l,•„„,t) have a joint
limiting distribution, we rewrite some of the relations

given in Chapter V as follows: '

(/F Y1 ·1/Y1 dp1 · 11/1:), (1 ·= l„•••„‘¤);

(B12) BV; ai V_ BV; R ( ).„.„.....„.„-.„. -—— „ ¤= 1*1 y + ··-·-··—-—-·-— •
ctt-2) ¤ 2 1 ctt-2) 2 2 '

and
1 •(B•3) R2(y) ·= vg + 2v1vJ+ Zyivh)

+
(wijhuijh

— 6[yi+yj+yh]) + yi(wijh—6)

1 (1 „,Y1
1 1 u ' Y1“1gh“1gh ·ijh

The hypothesis to be tested is that of
HO: Wi ‘ t-1 ¤ ].;•••}t)

against the alternative hypothesis

where lim Bin ¤ 81,
n.-yoo
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We have made several attempts to prove directly that
\/H yi (i = l,,,,,t) have a joint limiting distribution,
Various methods have been tried, including an examination of
the weaker assumption that (né+€)yi (i = l,,,,,t) have a
joint limiting distribution, By using the results of Sub-

section 5,h,2, which showed that 2!Er—-[ii — (tEl)] f¤Puu;-2) ¤
i ¤ l,,,,,t have a joint limiting multivariate normal distri-
bution, it can be shown from (B,2) that Q must be zero under
the assumption that

(né+€)yi
(i · 1,,,,,t) have a limiting

distribution, The weaker assumption thus leads to the con-
clusion that VH yi (i = l,,,,,t) have a limiting distri-
bution, but we have been unable to prove that this assumption
holds, Another approach to the problem involved trying to
find bounds of VH yi in terms of functions of

§¥äéE7{äi - (t§l)] , but we have not been able to find such
functions,

It was shown in Section 5,2 that Vn(pl—ni),,„,V;Kpt-nt)
are asymptotically distributed as the multivariate normal
distribution with zero means and a known dispersion matrix
which is a function of n1,,,,,n£, Since VH yi is a function
of}/K(pi - ni) as given by the equation

(B•6> \/5 vi ·· V'5 ¤ [tp, ·· ¤i>+<¤i · ¤°l>] ,
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the results of Section 5.2 provide some justification for the

assumption that\/K yi (i = l,...,t) have a limiting distri-

bution. The special alternative_hypothesis given in (B.5)

complicates the calculation of means, variances, and co-

variances from the functional relation given in (B.6). How-

ever, by merely assuming that\/H yi (i ¤ 1,...,t) have some

form of joint limiting distribution, the form of the distri-

bution was completely determined in Subsection 5.h.2 from

the relation given here as (b.2). This procedure permitted

us to find the distribution of\/E yi (i = l,...,t) on the

basis of an assumption that seems to be valid.
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General extensions of the probability model for paired
comparisons, which was developed by R. A. Bradley and M. E.
Terry, are considered. Four generalizations to triple com-
parisons are discussed. One of these models is used to
develop methods of analysis of data obtained from the ranks
of items compared in groups of size three.

The mathematical model recommended for triple compari-
sons is based upon the assumption of the existence of true
treatment ratings, or parameters. A general class of tests
of the null hypothesis that treatment ratings are equal is
discussed, and maximum—likelihood estimators of the treat-
ment parameters are obtained. These estimators are used in

the evaluation of test statistics that are derived as func-
tions of the likelihood ratio. The null hypothesis that
treatment ratings are equal is tested against two special

alternatives. The alternative hypothesis (i) makes no as-
sumptions of equality of treatment ratings. Alternative

hypothesis (ii) makes the assumption that there are only
two groups of treatments and within group treatments do not
differ in ratings but the two groups themselves may have
different ratings. The asymptotic distributions of test

statistics are discussed and approximate tests by means of
the chi—square distribution are recommended.
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The application of any statistical technique to
numerical data is strictly appropriate only when the data

conform to the assumptions upon which that statistical
method is based. A test of the goodness of fit of the

model for triple comparisons is developed in order to test
A

the appropriateness of the model. By an association with

expected frequencies, the proposed test is shown to be ap-

proximately equivalent to the usual chi—square test of
goodness of fit.

The procedures that are developed for the analysis of
triple comparisons should be useful in problems involving
subjective ranking by a panel, or panels, of judges for the

detection of differences in items or treatments. A method

of combining the results of several judges is given which
A

permits an over-all test of significance without requiring
the usual assumption that members of a panel agree upon the

nature of the differences to be detected. A coefficient of

agreement is obtained.to measure the consistency of judges,

or of panels of judges.

The estimators of the treatment ratings are shown to

be asymptotically normally distributed. Their variances
and covariances are obtained to provide information con-

cerning the reliability of the estimators. When the number

of repetitions of the experiment is large, orthogonal
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linear comparisons of the estimators can be made as in the

analysis of variance.

The test statistic proposed for the most general

alternative hypothesis is shown to have a limiting non-

central chi-square distribution. The results of this power

study are used to obtain local asymptotic relative effi-

ciencies of the triple comparisons test with other test

procedures. When compared with the analysis of variance,

the relative efficiency of the method of triple compari-

sons is 72%. When compared with paired comparisons, the

relative efficiency of triple comparisons is 150%.
_

Many of the techniques proposed for the analysis of

triple comparisons are illustrated through numerical ex-

amples. The results of a consumer aoceptance study of

food variants are used in the illustrations to indicate

some of the problems encountered in actual experimentation.


